
CHAPTER IGROUP AND HAMILTONIANSTRUCTURES OF FLUID DYNAMICSThe group we will most often be dealing with in hydrodynamics is the in�nite-dimensional group of di�eomorphisms that preserve the volume element of thedomain of a uid ow. One can also relate many rather interesting systems to othergroups, in particular, to �nite-dimensional ones. For example, the ordinary theoryof a rigid body with a �xed point corresponds to the rotation group SO(3), whilethe Lobachevsky geometry has to do with the group of translations and dilationsof a vector space. Our constructions are equally applicable to the gauge groupsexploited by physicists. The latter groups occupy an intermediate position betweenthe rotation group of a rigid body and the di�eomorphism groups. They are alreadyin�nite-dimensional but yet too simple to serve as a model for hydrodynamics.In this chapter we study geodesics of one-sided invariant Riemannian metrics onLie groups. The principle of least action asserts that motions of physical systemssuch as rigid bodies and ideal uids are described by the geodesics in these metricsgiven by the kinetic energy.x1 Symmetry groups for a rigid body and an ideal uidDefinition 1.1. A set G of smooth transformations of a manifoldM into itselfis called a group ifi) along with every two transformations g; h 2 G, the composition g�h belongsto G (the symbol g � h means that one �rst applies h and then g);ii) along with every g 2 G, the inverse transformation g�1 belongs to G aswell.From i) and ii) it follows that every group contains the identity transformation(the unity) e.A group is called a Lie group if G has a smooth structure and the operations i)and ii) are smooth.Example 1.2. All rotations of a rigid body about the origin form the Lie groupSO(3). Typeset by AMS-TEX1



2 I. GROUP AND HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES OF FLUID DYNAMICSExample 1.3. Di�eomorphisms preserving the volume element in a domain Mform a Lie group. Throughout the book we denote this group by SDi�(M) (or byD to avoid complicated formulas).The group SDi�(M) can be regarded as the con�guration space of an incom-pressible uid �lling the domainM . Indeed, a uid ow determines for every timemoment t the map gt of the ow domain to itself (the initial position of every uidparticle is taken to its terminal position at the moment t). All the terminal posi-tions, i.e., con�gurations of the system (or \permutations of particles"), form the\in�nite-dimensionalmanifold" SDi�(M). (Here and in the sequel we consider onlythe di�eomorphisms of M that can be connected with the identity transformationby a continuous family of di�eomorphisms. Our notation SDi�(M) stands onlyfor the connected component of the identity of the group of all volume-preservingdi�eomorphisms of M .)The kinetic energy of a uid (under the assumption that the uid density is 1)is the integral (over the ow domain) of half the square of the velocity of the uidparticles. Since the uid is incompressible, the integration can be carried out eitherwith the volume element occupied by an initial particle or with the volume elementdx occupied by that at the moment t:E = 12 ZM v2 dx;where v is the velocity �eld of the uid: v(x; t) = @@tgt(y), x = gt(y) (y is an initialposition of the particle whose position is x at the moment t), see Fig.1.
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v(x,t)Figure 1. The motion of a uid particle in a domain M .Suppose that a con�guration g changes with velocity _g. The vector _g belongsto the tangent space TgG of the group G = SDi�(M) at the point g. The kineticenergy is a quadratic form on this vector space of velocities.Theorem 1.4. The kinetic energy of an incompressible uid is invariant withrespect to the right translations on the group G = SDi�(M) (i.e., with respect tothe mappings Rh : G! G of the type Rh(g) = gh).



x2. LIE GROUPS, LIE ALGEBRAS, AND ADJOINT REPRESENTATION 3Proof. The multiplication of all group elements by h from the right meansthat the di�eomorphism h (preserving the volume element) acts �rst, before adi�eomorphism g changing with the velocity _g. Such a di�eomorphism h can beregarded as a (volume-preserving) renumeration of particles at the initial position,y = h(z). The velocity of the particle occupying a certain position at a givenmoment does not change under the renumeration, and therefore the kinetic energyis preserved. �Similarly, the kinetic energy of a rigid body �xed at some point is a quadraticform on every tangent space to the con�guration space of the rigid body, i.e., tothe manifold G = SO(3).Theorem 1.5. The kinetic energy of a rigid body is invariant with respect to theleft translations on the group G = SO(3), i.e., with respect to the transformationsLh : G! G having the form Lh(g) = hg.Proof. The multiplication of the group elements by h from the left meansthat the rotation h is carried out after the rotation g, changing with the velocity _g.Such a rotation h can be regarded as a revolution of the entire space, along with therotating body. This revolution does not change the length of the velocity vector ofeach point of the body, and hence it does not change the total kinetic energy. �Remark 1.6. On the group SO(3) (and more generally, on every compactgroup) there exists a two-sided invariant metric. On the in�nite-dimensional groupsof most interest for hydrodynamics, there is no such Riemannian metric. How-ever, for two- and three-dimensional hydrodynamics, on the corresponding groupsof volume-preserving di�eomorphisms there are two-sided invariant nondegeneratequadratic forms in every tangent space (see Section IV.8.C for the two-dimensionalcase, and Sections III.4 and IV.8.D for three dimensions, where this quadratic formis \helicity").x2. Lie groups, Lie algebras, and adjoint representationIn this section we set forth basic facts about Lie groups and Lie algebras in theform and with the notations used in the sequel.A linear coordinate change C sends an operator matrix B to the matrix CBC�1.A similar construction exists for an arbitrary Lie group G.Definition 2.1. The composition Ag = Rg�1Lg : G ! G of the right and lefttranslations, which sends any group element h 2 G to ghg�1, is called an innerautomorphism of the group G. (The product of Rg�1 and Lg can be taken in either



4 I. GROUP AND HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES OF FLUID DYNAMICSorder: all the left translations commute with all the right ones.) It is indeed anautomorphism, since Ag(fh) = (Agf)(Agh):The map sending a group element g to the inner automorphism Ag is a grouphomomorphism, since Agh = AgAh.The inner automorphismAg does not a�ect the group unity. Hence, its derivativeat the unity takes the tangent space to the group at the unity to itself.Definition 2.2. The tangent space to the Lie group at the unity is called thevector space of the Lie algebra corresponding to the group.The Lie algebra of a group G is usually denoted by the corresponding Gothicletter g.Example 2.3. For the Lie groupG = SDi�(M), formed by the di�eomorphismspreserving the volume element of the ow domainM , the corresponding Lie algebraconsists of divergence-free vector �elds in M .Example 2.4. The Lie algebra so(n) of the rotation group SO(n) consists ofskew-symmetric n � n matrices. For n = 3 the vector space of skew-symmetricmatrices is three-dimensional. The vectors of this three-dimensional space are saidto be angular velocities.Definition 2.5. The di�erential of the inner automorphism Ag at the groupunity e is called the group adjoint operator Adg:Adg : g ! g; Adg a = (Ag� je)a; a 2 g = TeG:(Here and in the sequel, we denote by TxM the tangent space of the manifoldM at the point x, and by F�jx : TxM ! TF (x)M the derivative of the mappingF :M !M at x. The derivative F� of F at x is a linear operator.)The adjoint operators form a representation of the group: Adgh = Adg Adh bythe linear operators acting in the Lie algebra space.Example 2.6. The adjoint operators of the group SDi�(M) de�ne the di�eo-morphism action on divergence-free vector �elds in M as the coordinate changes inthe manifold.The map Ad, which associates the operator Adg to a group element g 2 G, maybe regarded as a map from the group to the space of the linear operators in the Liealgebra.



x2. LIE GROUPS, LIE ALGEBRAS, AND ADJOINT REPRESENTATION 5Definition 2.7. The di�erential ad of the map Ad at the group unity is calledthe adjoint representation of the Lie algebra:ad = Ad�e : g ! End g; ad� = ddt jt=0 Adg(t);where g(t) is a curve on the group G issued from the point g(0) = e with thevelocity _g(0) = � (Fig.2). Here, End g is the space of linear operators taking g toitself. The symbol ad� stands for the image of an element �, from the Lie algebrag, under the action of the linear map ad. This image ad� 2 End g is itself a linearoperator in g.
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g(t)Figure 2. The vector � in the Lie algebra g is the velocity at theidentity e of a path g(t) on the Lie group G.Example 2.8. Let G be the rotation group in Rn. Thenad� ! = [�; !];where [�; !] = �! � !� is the commutator of skew-symmetric matrices � and !. Inparticular, for n = 3 the vector [�; !] is the ordinary cross product � � ! of theangular velocity vectors � and ! in R3.Proof. Let t 7! g(t) be a curve issuing from e with the initial velocity _g = �,and let s 7! h(s) be such a curve with the initial velocity h0 = !. Theng(t)h(s)g(t)�1 = (e+ t� + o(t))(e + s! + o(s))(e + t� + o(t))�1= e+ s[! + t(�! � !�) + o(t)] + o(s)as t; s! 0. �Example 2.9. Let G = Di�(M) be the group of di�eomorphisms of a manifoldM . Then(2.1) adv w = �fv;wg;



6 I. GROUP AND HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES OF FLUID DYNAMICSwhere fv;wg is the Poisson bracket of vector �elds v and w.The Poisson bracket of vector �elds is de�ned as the commutator of the corre-sponding di�erential operators:(2.2) Lfv;wg = LvLw �LwLv:The linear �rst-order di�erential operator Lv, associated to a vector �eld v, is thederivative along the vector �eld v (Lvf =P vi @f@xi for an arbitrary function f andany coordinate system).The components of the �eld fv;wg in an arbitrary coordinate system are ex-pressed in terms of the components of w and v according to the following formula:fv;wgi =Xj vj @wi@xj � wj @vi@xj :It follows from the above that the �eld fv;wg does not depend on the coordinatesystem (x1; : : : ; xn) used in the latter formula.The operator Lv (called the Lie derivative) also acts on any tensor �eld on amanifold, and it is de�ned as the \�sherman derivative": the ow is transportingthe tensors in front of the �sherman, who is sitting at a �xed place and di�erentiatesin time what he sees. For instance, the functions are transported backwards bythe ow, and hence Lvf = P vi @f@xi . Similarly, di�erential forms are transportedbackwards, but vector �elds are transported forwards. Thus, for vector �elds weobtain that Lvw = �fv;wg.The minus sign enters formula (2.1) since, traditionally, the sign of the Poissonbracket of two vector �elds is de�ned according to (2.2), similar to the matrixcommutator. The opposite signs in the last two examples result from the samereason as the distinction in invariance of the kinetic energy: It is left invariant inthe former case and right invariant in the latter.Proof of Formula (2.1). Di�eomorphisms corresponding to the vector �eldsv and w can be written (in local coordinates) in the formg(t) : x 7! x+ tv(x) + o(t) ; t! 0;h(s) : x 7! x+ sw(x) + o(s) ; s! 0:Then we have g(t)�1 : x 7! x � tv(x) + o(t), whenceh(s)(g(t))�1 : x 7! x � tv(x) + o(t) + sw(x � tv(x) + o(t)) + o(s)= x � tv(x) + o(t) + s�w(x) � t@w@x v(x) + o(t)� + o(s); andg(t)h(s)(g(t))�1 : x 7! x + s�w(x) + t�@v@xw(x) � @w@x v(x)��+ o(t) + o(s):



x2. LIE GROUPS, LIE ALGEBRAS, AND ADJOINT REPRESENTATION 7�Example 2.10. Let G = SDi�(M) be the group of di�eomorphisms preservingthe volume element in a domain M . Formula (2.1) is valid in this case, while allthe three �elds v;w, and fv;wg are divergence free.Definition 2.11. The commutator in the Lie algebra g is de�ned as the oper-ation [ ; ] : g � g ! g that associates to a pair of vectors a; b of the tangent spaceg (at the unity of a Lie group G) the following third vector of this space:[a; b] = ada b:The tangent space at the unity of the Lie group equipped with such operation [ ; ]is called the Lie algebra of the Lie group G.Example 2.12. The commutator of skew-symmetric matrices a and b is ab� ba(in the three-dimensional case it is the cross product a � b of the correspondingvectors). The commutator of two vector �elds is minus their Poisson bracket. Thecommutator of divergence-free vector �elds in a three-dimensional Euclidean spaceis given by the formula [a; b] = curl (a � b);where a� b is the cross product. It follows from the more general formulacurl (a� b) = [a; b] + a div b � b div a;and it is valid for an arbitrary Riemannian three-dimensional manifold M3. Thelatter formulamay be obtained by the repeated application of the homotopy formula(see Section 7.B).Remark 2.13. The commutation operation in any Lie algebra can be de�nedby the following construction. Extend the vectors v and w in the left-invariant wayto the entire Lie group G. In other words, at every point g 2 G, we de�ne a tangentvector vg 2 TgG, which is the left translation by g of the vector v 2 g = TeG. Weobtain two left-invariant vector �elds ~v and ~w on G. Take their Poisson bracket~u = f~v; ~wg. The Poisson bracket operation is invariant under the di�eomorphisms.Hence the �eld ~u is also left-invariant, and it is completely determined by its valueu at the group unity. The latter vector u 2 TeG = g can be taken as the de�nitionof the commutator in the Lie algebra g:[v;w] = u:The analogous construction carried out with right-invariant �elds ~v; ~w on the groupG provides us with minus the commutator.



8 I. GROUP AND HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES OF FLUID DYNAMICSTheorem 2.14. The commutator operation [ ; ] is bilinear, skew-symmetric,and satis�es the Jacobi identity:[�a+ �b; c] = �[a; c] + �[b; c];[a; b] = �[b; a];[[a; b]; c] + [[b; c]; a] + [[c; a]; b] = 0:Remark 2.15. A vector space equipped with a bilinear skew-symmetric oper-ation satisfying the Jacobi identity is called an abstract Lie algebra. Every (�nite-dimensional) abstract Lie algebra is the Lie algebra of a certain Lie group G.Unfortunately, in the in�nite-dimensional case this is not so. This is a sourceof many di�culties in quantum �eld theory, in the theory of completely integrablesystems, and in other areas where the language of in�nite-dimensional Lie algebrasreplaces that of Lie groups (see, e.g., Section VI.1 on the Virasoro algebra and KdVequation). One can view a Lie algebra as the �rst approximation to a Lie group,and the Jacobi identity appears as the in�nitesimal consequence of associativityof the group multiplication. In a �nite-dimensional situation a (connected simplyconnected) Lie group itself can be reconstructed from its �rst approximation. How-ever, in the in�nite-dimensional case such an attempt at reconstruction may leadto divergent series.It is easy to verify the followingTheorem 2.16. The adjoint operators Adg : g ! g form a representation of aLie group G by the automorphisms of its Lie algebra g:[Adg �;Adg �] = Adg[�; �]; Adgh = Adg Adh :Definition 2.17. The set of images of a Lie algebra element �, under the actionof all the operators Adg; g 2 G, is called the adjoint (group) orbit of �.Examples 2.18. A) The adjoint orbit of a matrix, regarded as an element ofthe Lie algebra of all complex matrices, is the set of matrices with the same Jordannormal form.B) The adjoint orbits of the rotation group of a three-dimensional Euclideanspace are spheres centered at the origin, and the origin itself.C) The Lie algebra sl(2;R) of the group SL(2;R) of real matrices with the unitdeterminant consists of all traceless 2� 2 matrices:sl(2;R) := �� a bc �a��



x2. LIE GROUPS, LIE ALGEBRAS, AND ADJOINT REPRESENTATION 9with real a; b; and c. Matrices with the same Jordan normal form have equal valuesof the determinant � = �(a2 + bc). The adjoint orbits in sl(2;R) are de�ned bythis determinant \almost uniquely," though they are �ner than in the complex case.The orbits are the connected components of the quadrics a2 + bc = const 6= 0, eachhalf of the cone a2 + bc = 0, and the origin a = b = c = 0, see Fig.3a.
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(a) (b) (c)Figure 3. (a) The (co)adjoint orbits in the matrix algebra sl(2;R)are the connected components of the quadrics. The adjoint (b) andcoadjoint (c) orbits of the group of a�ne transformations of R.D) The adjoint orbits of the group G = fx 7! ax + b j a > 0; b 2 Rg of a�netransformations of the real line R are straight lines f� = const 6= 0g, two raysf� = 0; � > 0g; f� = 0; � < 0g, and the origin f� = 0; � = 0g in the planef(�; �)g = g, Fig.3b .E) Let v be a divergence-free vector �eld on M . The adjoint orbit of v for thegroup SDi�(M) consists of the divergence-free vector �elds obtained from v by thenatural action of all di�eomorphisms preserving the volume element in the domainM . In particular, all such �elds are topologically equivalent. For instance, theyhave equal numbers of stagnation points, of periodic orbits, of invariant surfaces,the same eigenvalues of linearizations at �xed points, etc.Remark 2.19. For a simply connected bounded domain M in the (x; y)-plane,a divergence-free vector �eld tangent to the boundary of M can be de�ned byits stream function  (such that the �eld components are � y and  x). One canassume that the stream function vanishes on the boundary ofM . The Lie algebra ofthe group SDi�(M), which consists of di�eomorphisms preserving the area elementof the domainM , is naturally identi�ed with the space of all such stream functions .



10 I. GROUP AND HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES OF FLUID DYNAMICSTheorem 2.20. All momenta In = RRM  ndxdy are constant along the adjointorbits of the group SDi�(M) in the space of stream functions.Proof. Along every orbit all the areas S(c) of the sets \of smaller values"f(x; y) j  (x; y) < cg are constant. �Remark 2.21. Besides the above quantities, neither a topological type of thefunction  (in particular, the number of singular points, con�guration of saddleseparatrices, etc.) nor the areas bounded by connected components of level curvesof the stream function  change along the orbits, see Fig.4.
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Figure 4. The stream functions of the �elds from the same adjointorbit have equal areas of \smaller values" sets.The periods of particle motion along corresponding closed trajectories are con-stant under the di�eomorphism action as well. However, the latter invariant can beexpressed in terms of the preceding ones. For instance, the period of motion alongthe closed trajectory  = c, which bounds a topological disk of area S(c), is givenby the formula T = @S@c .x3. Coadjoint representation of a Lie groupThe main battle�eld of the Eulerian hydrodynamics of an ideal uid, as wellas of the Eulerian dynamics of a rigid body, is not the Lie algebra, but the corre-sponding dual space, not the space of adjoint representation, but that of coadjointrepresentation of the corresponding group.3.A. De�nition of the coadjoint representation. Consider the vector spaceg� dual to a Lie algebra g. Vectors of g� are linear functions on the space of theLie algebra g. The space g�, in general, does not have a natural structure of a Liealgebra.



x3. COADJOINT REPRESENTATION OF A LIE GROUP 11Example 3.1. Every component of the vector of angular velocity of a rigidbody is a vector of the space dual to the Lie algebra so(3).To every linear operator A : X ! Y one can associate the dual (or adjoint)operator acting in the reverse direction, between the corresponding dual spaces,A� : Y � ! X�, and de�ned by the formula(A�y)(x) = y(Ax)for every x 2 X; y 2 Y �. In particular, the di�erentials of the left and righttranslations Lg� : ThG! TghG; Rg� : ThG! ThgGde�ne the dual operatorsL�g : T �ghG! T �hG; R�g : T �hgG! T �hG:Definition 3.2. The coadjoint (anti)representation of a Lie group G in thespace g� dual to the Lie algebra g is the (anti)representation that to each groupelement g associates the linear transformationAd�g : g� ! g�dual to the transformation Adg : g ! g. In other words,(Ad�g �)(!) = �(Adg !)for every g 2 G; � 2 g�; ! 2 g. The operators Ad�g form an anti representation, sinceAd�gh = Ad�hAd�g.The orbit of a point � 2 g� under the action of the coadjoint representation of agroup G (in short, the coadjoint orbit of �) is the set of all points Ad�g � (g 2 G) inthe space g� dual to the Lie algebra g of the group G.For the group SO(3) the coadjoint orbits are spheres centered at the origin of thespace so(3)�. They are similar to the adjoint orbits of this group, which are spheresin the space so(3). However, in general, the coadjoint and adjoint representationsare not alike.Example 3.3. Consider the group G of all a�ne transformations of a line G =fx 7! ax + b j a > 0; b 2 Rg. The coadjoint representation acts on the plane g�of linear functions p da + q db at the group unity (a = 1; b = 0). The orbits of thecoadjoint representation are the upper (q > 0) and lower (q < 0) half-planes, aswell as every single point (p; 0) of the axis q = 0 (see Fig.3c).



12 I. GROUP AND HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES OF FLUID DYNAMICSDefinition 3.4. The coadjoint representation of an element v of a Lie algebrag is the rate of change of the operator Ad�gt of the coadjoint group representationas the group element gt leaves the unity g0 = e with velocity _g = v. The operatorof the coadjoint representation of the algebra element v 2 g is denoted byad�v : g� ! g�:It is dual to the operator of the adjoint representation ad�v !(u) = !(adv u) =!([v; u]) for every v 2 g; u 2 g; ! 2 g�. Given ! 2 g�, the vectors ad�v !, withvarious v 2 g, constitute the tangent space to the coadjoint orbit of the point(similar to the fact that the vectors adv u; v 2 g form the tangent space to theadjoint orbit of the point u 2 g).3.B. Dual of the space of plane divergence-free vector �elds. Look at thegroup G = SDi�(M) of di�eomorphisms preserving the area element of a connectedand simply connected bounded domainM in the f(x; y)g-plane. The correspondingLie algebra is identi�ed with the space of stream functions, i.e., of smooth functionsin M vanishing on the boundary. The identi�cation is natural in the sense that itdoes not depend on the Euclidean structure of the plane, but it relies solely on thearea element � on M .Definition 3.5. The inner product of a vector v with a di�erential k-form ! isthe (k � 1)-form iv! obtained by substituting the vector v into the form ! as the�rst argument: (iv!)(�1; : : : ; �k�1) = !(v; �1; : : : ; �k�1):Definition 3.6. The vector �eld v, with a stream function  on a surface withan area element �, is the �eld obeying the condition(3.1) iv� = �d :For instance, suppose that (x; y) are coordinates in which � = dx ^ dy.Lemma 3.7. The components of the �eld with a stream function  in the abovecoordinate system are vx = �@ @y ; vy = @ @x :Proof. For an arbitrary vector u, the following identity holds by virtue of thede�nition of � = dx ^ dy:(iv�)(u) = �(v; u) = ���� vx vydx(u) dy(u) ���� = (vx dy � vy dx)(u):



x3. COADJOINT REPRESENTATION OF A LIE GROUP 13�Condition (3.1) determines the stream function up to an additive constant. Thelatter is de�ned by the requirement  j@M= 0.The space dual to the space of all divergence-free vector �elds v can also bedescribed by means of smooth functions on M , however, not necessarily vanishingon @M . Indeed, it is natural to interpret the objects dual to vector �elds in M asdi�erential 1-forms � on M . The value of the corresponding linear function on avector �eld v is � j v := ZZM �(v)�:One readily veri�es the followingLemma 3.8. 1) If � is the di�erential of a function, then � j v = 0 for everydivergence-free �eld v on M tangent to @M .2) Conversely, if � j v = 0 for every divergence-free �eld v on M tangent to @M ,then � is the di�erential of a function on M .3) If for a given v, one has � j v = 0 for � the di�erential of every function onM , then the vector �eld v is divergence-free and tangent to the boundary @M .The proof of this lemma in a more general situation of a (not necessarily simplyconnected) manifold of arbitrary dimension is given in Section 8. This lemmamanifests the formal identi�cation of the space g� dual to the Lie algebra ofdivergence-free vector �elds in M tangent to the boundary @M with the quotientspace 
1(M)=d
0(M) (of all 1-forms on M modulo full di�erentials). Below weuse the identi�cation in this \formal" sense. In order to make precise sense of thediscussed duality according to the standards of functional analysis, one has to spec-ify a topology in one of the spaces and to complete the other accordingly. Here wewill not �x the completions, and we will regard the elements of both of g and g� assmooth functions (�elds, forms) unless otherwise speci�ed.Lemma 3.9. Let M be a two-dimensional simply connected domain with an areaform �. Then the map � 7! f given byd� = f�(where � is the �xed area element and � is a 1-form in M) de�nes a naturalisomorphism of the space 
1=d
0 = g�, dual to the Lie algebra g of divergence-free�elds in M (tangent to its boundary @M), and the space of functions f in M .Proof. Adding a full di�erential to � does not change the function f . Hencewe have constructed a map of g� = 
1=d
0 to the space of functions f onM . Since



14 I. GROUP AND HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES OF FLUID DYNAMICSM is simply connected, every function f is the image of a certain closed 1-form �,determined modulo the di�erential of a function. �Theorem 3.10. The coadjoint representation of the group SDi�(M) in g� is thenatural action of di�eomorphisms, preserving the area element of M , on functionson M .Proof. It follows from the fact that all our identi�cations are natural, i.e.,invariant with respect to transformations belonging to SDi�(M). �3.C. The Lie algebra of divergence-free vector �elds and its dual inarbitrary dimension. Let G = SDi�(Mn) be the group of di�eomorphisms pre-serving a volume element � on a manifoldM with boundary @M (in general, M isof any dimension n and multiconnected, but it is assumed to be compact).The commutator [v;w] (or, Lvw) in the corresponding Lie algebra of divergence-free vector �elds on M tangent to @M is given by minus their Poisson bracket:[v;w] = �fv;wg, see Example 2.9.Theorem 3.11 (see e.g., [M-W]). The Lie algebra g of the group G = SDi�(M)is naturally identi�ed with the space of closed di�erential (n� 1)-forms on M van-ishing on @M . Namely, a divergence-free �eld v is associated to the (n � 1)-form!v = iv�. The dual space g� to the Lie algebra g is 
1(M)=d
0(M). The adjointand coadjoint representations are the standard actions of the di�eomorphisms onthe corresponding di�erential forms.The proof is given in Section 8.Example 3.12. Let M be a three-dimensional simply connected domain withboundary. Consider the group SDi�(M) of di�eomorphisms preserving the volumeelement � (for simply connectedM , this group coincides with the group of so-calledexact di�eomorphisms; see Section 8). Its Lie algebra g consists of divergence-freevector �elds in M tangent to the boundary @M . In the simply connected case thedual space g� = 
1(M)=d
0(M) can be identi�ed with all closed 2-forms in M bytaking the di�erential of the forms from 
1(M).We will see below that the vorticity �eld for a ow with velocity v 2 g in M isto be regarded as an element of the dual space g� to the Lie algebra g. The reasonis that every 2-form that is the di�erential of a 1-form corresponds to a certainvorticity �eld.On a non-simply connected manifold, the space g� is somewhat bigger than theset of vorticities. In the latter case the physical meaning of the space g�, dual tothe Lie algebra g, is the space of circulations over all closed curves. The vorticity



x4. LEFT-INVARIANT METRICS FOR AN ARBITRARY GROUP 15�eld determines the circulations of the initial velocity �eld over all curves that areboundaries of two-dimensional surfaces lying in the domain of the ow. Besidesthe above, a vector from g� keeps the information about circulation over all otherclosed curves that are not boundaries of anything.x4. Left-invariant metrics and a rigid bodyfor an arbitrary groupA Riemannian metric on a Lie group G is left-invariant if it is preserved underevery left shift Lg. The left-invariant metric is de�ned uniquely by its restrictionto the tangent space to the group at the unity, i.e., by a quadratic form on the Liealgebra g of the group.Let A : g ! g� be a symmetric positive de�nite operator that de�nes the innerproduct h�; �i = (A�; �) = (A�; �)for any �; � in g. (Here the round brackets stand for the pairing of elements of thedual spaces g and g�.) The positive-de�niteness of the quadratic form is not very es-sential, but in many applications, such as motion of a rigid body or hydrodynamics,the corresponding quadratic form plays the role of kinetic energy.Definition 4.1. The operator A is called the inertia operator.De�ne the symmetric linear operator Ag : TgG ! T �gG at every point g of thegroup G by means of the left translations from g to the unity:Ag� = L�g�1ALg�1��:At every point g, we obtain the inner producth�; �ig = (Ag�; �) = (Ag�; �) = h�; �ig ;where �; � 2 TgG. This product determines the left-invariant Riemannian metricon G. Thus we obtain the commutative diagram in Fig.5.Example 4.2. For a classical rigid body with a �xed point, the con�gurationspace is the group G = SO(3) of rotations of three-dimensional Euclidean space. Amotion of the body is described by a curve t 7! g(t) in the group. The Lie algebrag of the group G is the three-dimensional space of angular velocities of all possiblerotations. The commutator in this Lie algebra is the usual cross product.A rotation velocity _g(t) of the body is a tangent vector to the group at the pointg(t). By translating it to the identity via left or right shifts, we obtain two elementsof the Lie algebra g.



16 I. GROUP AND HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES OF FLUID DYNAMICS
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Figure 5. Diagram of the operators in a Lie algebra and in its dual.Definition 4.3. The result of the left translation is called the angular velocityin the body (and is denoted by !c with c for \corps" = body), while the result ofthe right translation is the spatial angular velocity (denoted by !s),!c = Lg�1� _g 2 g; !s = Rg�1� _g 2 g:Note that !s = Adg !c.The space g�, dual to the Lie algebra g, is called the space of angular momenta.The symmetric operatorA : g ! g� is the operator (or tensor) of inertia momentum.It is related to the kinetic energy E by the formulaE = 12 h _g; _gig = 12 h!c; !ci = 12(A!c; !c) = 12(Ag _g; _g):The imagem of the velocity vector _g under the action of the operator Ag belongsto the space T �gG. This vector can be carried to the cotangent space to the groupG at the identity by both left or right translations. The vectorsmc = L�gm 2 g�; ms = R�gm 2 g�are called the vector of the angular momentum relative to the body (mc) and thatof the angular momentum relative to the space (or spatial angular momentum, ms).Note that mc = Ad�gms.The kinetic energy is given by the formulaE = 12(mc; !c) = 12(m; _g)



x4. LEFT-INVARIANT METRICS FOR AN ARBITRARY GROUP 17in terms of momentum and angular velocity. The quadratic form E de�nes a leftinvariant Riemannian metric on the group. According to the least action principle,inertia motions of a rigid body with a �xed point are geodesics on the group G =SO(3) equipped with this left-invariant Riemannian metric. (Note that in the caseSO(3) of the motion in three-dimensional space, the inertia operators of genuinerigid bodies form an open set in the space of all symmetric operators A : g ! g�(some triangle inequality should be satis�ed).)Similarly, in the general situation of a left-invariant metric on an arbitrary Liegroup G, we consider four vectors moving in the spaces g and g�, respectively:!c(t) 2 g; !s(t) 2 g; mc(t) 2 g�; ms(t) 2 g�:They are called the vectors of angular velocity and momentum in the body and inspace.L. Euler [Eul] found the di�erential equations that these moving vectors satisfy:Theorem 4.4 (First Euler Theorem). The vector of spatial angular mo-mentum is preserved under motion: dmsdt = 0:Theorem 4.5 (Second Euler Theorem). The vector of angular momentumrelative to the body obeys the Euler equation(4.1) dmcdt = ad�!c mc:Remark 4.6. The vector !c = A�1mc is linearly expressed in terms of mc.Therefore, the Euler equation de�nes a quadratic vector �eld in g�, and its owdescribes the evolution of the vector mc. The latter evolution of the momentumvector depends only on the position of the momentum vector in the body, but notin the ambient space.In other words, the geodesic ow in the phase manifold T �G is �bered over theow of the Euler equation in the space g�, whose dimension is one half that of T �G.Proofs. Euler proved his theorems for the case of G = SO(3), but the proofsare almost literally applicable to the general case. Namely, the First Euler Theo-rem is the conservation law implied by the energy symmetry with respect to lefttranslations. The Second Euler Theorem is a formal corollary of the �rst and ofthe identity(4.2) mc(t) = Ad�g(t)ms:



18 I. GROUP AND HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES OF FLUID DYNAMICSDi�erentiating the left- and right-hand sides of the identity in t at t = 0 (andassuming that g(0) = e), we obtain the Euler equation (4.1) for this case. Theleft-invariance of the metric implies that the right-hand side depends solely on mc,but not on g(t), and therefore the equation is satis�ed for every g(t). �Remark 4.7. The Euler equation (4.1) for a rigid body in R3 is _m =m�! forthe angular momentum m = A!. For A = diag(I1; I2; I3) one has8><>: _m1 = 23m2m3;_m2 = 31m3m1;_m3 = 12m1m2;where ij = I�1j � I�1i . The principal inertia momenta Ii satisfy the triangleinequality jIi � Ij j � Ik.The relation (4.2) and the First Euler Theorem imply the followingTheorem 4.8. Each solution mc(t) of the Euler equation belongs to the samecoadjoint orbit for all t. In other words, the group coadjoint orbits are invariantsubmanifolds for the ow of the Euler equation in the dual space g� to the Liealgebra.The isomorphism A�1 : g� ! g allows one to rewrite the Euler equation on theLie algebra as an evolution law on the vector !c = A�1mc. The result is as follows.Theorem 4.9. The vector of angular velocity in the body obeys the followingequation with quadratic right-hand side:d!cdt = B(!c; !c);where the bilinear (nonsymmetric) form B : g� g ! g is de�ned by(4.3) h[a; b]; ci = hB(c; a); bifor every a; b; c in g. Here, [�; �] is the commutator in the Lie algebra g, and h�; �i isthe inner product in the space g.Remark 4.10. The operation B is bilinear, and for a �xed �rst argument, it isskew symmetric with respect to the second argument:hB(c; a); bi + hB(c; b); ai = 0:The operator B is the image of the operator of the algebra coadjoint representationunder the isomorphism of g and g� de�ned by the inertia operator A.



x4. LEFT-INVARIANT METRICS FOR AN ARBITRARY GROUP 19Proof of Theorem 4.9. For each b 2 g, we havehd!cdt ; bi = hA�1 dmcdt ; bi = dmcdt j b;where h�; �i is the inner product in the Lie algebra, and : j : stands for the pairingof elements from g and g�. By virtue of the Euler equation,dmcdt j b = (ad�!c mc) j b = mc j ad!c b =mc j [!c; b]:By de�nition of the inner product,mc j [!c; b] = (A!c) j [!c; b] = h[!c; b]; !ci:The de�nition of the operation B allows one to rewrite it ash[!c; b]; !ci = hB(!c; !c); bi:Thus, for each b we �nally havehd!cdt ; bi = hB(!c; !c); bi;which proves Theorem 4.9. �Remark 4.11. Consider the motion of a three-dimensional rigid body. TheEuler equation (4.1) describes the evolution of the momentum vector in the three-dimensional space so(3;R)�. Each solution mc(t) of the Euler equation belongs tothe intersection of the coadjoint orbits (which are spheres centered at the origin)with the the energy levels, see Fig.6. The kinetic energy is a quadratic �rst integralon the dual space, and its level surfaces are ellipsoids hA�1mc;mci = const.
Figure 6. Trajectories of the Euler equation on an energy level surface.



20 I. GROUP AND HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES OF FLUID DYNAMICSThe dynamics of an n-dimensional rigid body is naturally associated to thegroup SO(n;R). The trajectories of the corresponding Euler equation are no longerdetermined by the intersections of the coadjoint orbits of this group with the energylevels (see Section VI.1.B).In the next Section we will apply the Euler Theorems to the (in�nite-dimensional)group of volume-preserving di�eomorphisms [Arn4,16]. Note that the analogy be-tween the Euler equations for ideal hydrodynamics and for a rigid body was pointedout by Moreau in [Mor1].x5. Applications to hydrodynamicsAccording to the principle of least action, motions of an ideal (incompressible,inviscid) uid in a Riemannian manifoldM are geodesics of a right-invariant metricon the Lie group SDi�(M). Such a metric is de�ned by the quadratic form E (Ebeing the kinetic energy) on the Lie algebra of divergence-free vector �elds:E = 12 ZZM v2 �;where � is a volume element on M , and v2 is the square of Riemannian length ofa vector tangent to M .Remark 5.1. To carry out the passage from left-invariant metrics to right-invariant ones, it su�ces to change the sign of the commutator [ ; ] (as well as ofall operators linearly depending on it: adv � = [v; �]; ad�v; B) in all the formulas.Indeed, the Lie groupG remains a group after the change of the product (g; h) 7! ghto (g; h) 7! g � h = hg.The Lie algebra commutator changes sign under this transform, while a left-invariant metric becomes right invariant. Of course, left translations with respectto the old group operation become right translations for the new one. Therefore, forright-invariant metrics the result of the right translation of a momentum vector tothe dual Lie algebra is preserved in time, while the left translation of the momentumobeys the Euler equation.In hydrodynamics the metric on the group is right invariant. Hence, from thegeneral results of the preceding section we obtain the (Euler) equations of motionof an ideal uid (on a Riemannian manifold of arbitrary dimension), as well as theconservation laws for them.The Euler equations on a ow velocity �eld in the domain M are the result ofa right shift to the Lie algebra g = SVect(M) of divergence-free vector �elds on



x5. APPLICATIONS TO HYDRODYNAMICS 21M (see Theorem 4.8, with the change of the left shift to the right one). The rightinvariance of the metric results in the following form of the Euler equation:_v = �B(v; v);where the operation B on the Lie algebra g is de�ned by (4.3). Its equivalent formis the Euler{Helmholtz equation on the vorticity �eld, i.e., Equation (4.1) with theopposite sign for right shifts of momentum to the dual space g� of the Lie algebra.Example 5.2. Consider the Lie algebra g = SVect(M) of divergence-free vector�elds on a simply connected domain M , tangent to @M , with the commutator[�; �] = �f�; �g being minus the Poisson bracket. Below we show that the operationB for the Euler equation on this Lie algebra has the form(5.1) B(c; a) = curl c� a + grad p;where� is the cross product and p is a function onM , determined uniquely (moduloan additive constant) by the condition B 2 g (i.e., by the conditions div B = 0 andtangency of B(c; a) to @M). Hence, the Euler equation for three-dimensional idealhydrodynamics is the evolution(5.2) @v@t = v � curl v � grad pof a divergence-free vector �eld v in M � R3 tangent to @M .The vortex (or the Euler{Helmholtz) equation is as follows:(5.3) @!@t = �fv; !g; ! = curl v:Proof. By de�nition of the operation B,hB(c; a); bi = h[a; b]; ci;where [a; b] is the commutator in the Lie algebra SVect(M) (equal to �fa; bg interms of the Poisson bracket). Since all �elds are divergence free, we haveh[a; b]; ci = hcurl (a� b); ci = ha� b; curl ci = h(curl c)� a; bi:Thus, curl c� a gives the explicit form of the operation B, modulo a gradient term(since div b = 0).The vortex equation is obtained from the Euler equation on the velocity �eld bytaking curl of both sides. �Formula (5.1) holds in a more general situation of a Riemannian three-dimensionalmanifold M with boundary. Moreover, for a manifold of arbitrary dimension, onecan still make sense of this formula by specifying the de�nition of the cross product.



22 I. GROUP AND HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES OF FLUID DYNAMICSTheorem 5.3. The operation B(v; v) for a divergence-free vector �eld v on aRiemannian manifold M of any dimension isB(v; v) = rvv + grad p:Here rvv is the vector �eld on M that is the covariant derivative of the �eld valong itself in the Riemannian connection on M related to the chosen Riemannianmetric, and p is determined modulo a constant by the same conditions as above.We postpone the proof of this theorem until the discussion of covariant deriva-tive in Section IV.1. The proof is based on the following simple interpretation ofthe inertia operator for hydrodynamics. As we discussed above, the Lie algebraof divergence-free vector �elds and its dual space can be de�ned as soon as themanifold is equipped with a volume form. The inertia operator requires an addi-tional structure, a Riemannian metric on the manifold, similar to �xing an inertiaellipsoid for a rigid body.Theorem 5.4. The inertia operator for ideal hydrodynamics on a Riemannianmanifold takes a velocity vector �eld to the 1-form whose value on an arbitraryvector equals the Riemannian inner product of the latter vector with the velocityvector at that point (the obtained 1-form is regarded modulo the di�erentials offunctions).See the proof in Section 7 (Theorem 7.19).In the case of hydrodynamics, the invariance of coadjoint orbits with respect tothe Euler dynamics (Theorem 4.8) takes the form of Helmholtz's classical theoremon vorticity conservation.Theorem 5.5. The circulation of any velocity �eld over each closed curve isequal to the circulation of this velocity �eld, as it changes according to the Eulerequation, over the curve transported by the uid ow.Proof. Consider an element of the Lie algebra SVect(M) corresponding to a\narrow current" that ows along the chosen curve and has unit ux across atransverse to the curve. Under the adjoint representation (i.e., action of a volume-preserving di�eomorphism), this element is taken to a similar \narrow current"along the transported curve.The pairing of a vector of the dual Lie algebra with the chosen element in the Liealgebra itself is the integral of the corresponding 1-form along the curve (note thatalthough an element of the dual space is a 1-form modulo any function di�erential,its integral over a closed curve is well-de�ned). By Theorem 5.4, the latter pairingis the circulation of the velocity �eld along our curve. �



x5. APPLICATIONS TO HYDRODYNAMICS 23The above theorem implies that the velocity �elds (parametrized by time t) thatconstitute one solution of the Euler equation are isovorticed; i.e., the vorticity ofthe �eld at any given moment of time t is transported to the vorticity at any othermoment by a di�eomorphism preserving the volume element.Remark 5.6. Isovorticity, i.e., the condition on phase points to belong to thesame coadjoint orbit, imposes constraints that di�er drastically in two- and three-dimensional cases. For a two-dimensional uid the coadjoint orbits are distin-guished by the values of the �rst integrals, such as vorticity momenta. In thethree-dimensional case the orbit geometry is much more subtle.Owing to this di�erence in the geometry of coadjoint orbits, the foundation ofthree-dimensional hydrodynamics encounters serious di�culties. Meanwhile, in thehydrodynamics of a two-dimensional uid, the existence and uniqueness of globalsolutions have been proved [Yu1], and the proofs use heavily the �rst integrals ofthe Euler equation, which are invariant on the coadjoint orbits.Definition 5.7. Given a velocity vector �eld, consider the 1-form that is the(pointwise) Riemannian inner product with the velocity �eld. Its di�erential iscalled the vorticity form.Example 5.8. On the Euclidean plane (x; y) this 2-form is ! dx ^ dy, where !is a function. The function !, also called the vorticity of a two-dimensional ow, isrelated to the stream function  by the identity ! = � .In three-dimensional Euclidean space this is the 2-form corresponding to thevorticity vector �eld curl v. Its value on a pair of vectors equals their mixedproduct with curl v.Definition 5.9. The vorticity vector �eld of an incompressible ow on a three-dimensional Riemannian manifold is de�ned as the vector �eld � associated to thevorticity 2-form ! according to the formula! = i��;where � is the volume element. In other words, the vorticity vector � is de�ned ateach point by the condition(5.4) �(�; a; b) = !(a; b)for any pair of vectors a; b attached at that point. One has to note that the con-struction of the �eld � does not use any coordinates or metric but only the volumeelement � and the 2-form !.



24 I. GROUP AND HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES OF FLUID DYNAMICSRemark 5.10. On a manifold of an arbitrary dimension n the vorticity is not avector �eld but an (n�2)-polyvector �eld (k-polyvector, or k-vector, is a polylinearskew-symmetric function of k cotangent vectors, i.e., of k 1-forms at the point). Forinstance, for n = 2, one obtains the 0-polyvector, that is, a scalar. Such a scalaris the vorticity function ! of a two-dimensional ow in the example above. FromTheorem 5.5 followsCorollary 5.11. The vorticity �eld is frozen into the incompressible uid.Indeed, by virtue of Theorem 5.5, the vorticity 2-form ! is transported by theow, since it is the di�erential of the 1-form \inner product with v," which istransported. The volume 3-form � is also transported by the ow (since the uidis incompressible).In turn, the vorticity �eld � is de�ned by the forms ! and � in an invariantway (without the use of a Riemannian metric) by formula (5.4). Therefore, this�eld is \frozen"; i.e., it is transported by uid particles just as if the �eld arrowswere drawn on the particles themselves: A stretching of a particle in any directionimplies the stretching of the �eld in the same direction.Remark 5.12. Consider any di�eomorphism preserving the volume element(but a priori not related to any uid ow). If such a di�eomorphism takes avorticity 2-form !1 into a vorticity 2-form !2, then it transports the vorticity �eld�1 corresponding to the �rst form to the vorticity �eld �2 corresponding to thesecond.If, however, one starts with a velocity �eld and then associates to it the corre-sponding vorticity �eld, the vorticity transported by an arbitrary di�eomorphism isnot, in general, the vorticity for the velocity �eld obtained from the initial velocityby the di�eomorphism action. Theorem 5.5 states that the coincidence holds forthe family of di�eomorphisms that is the Euler ow of an incompressible uid witha given initial velocity �eld. In other words, the momentary velocity �elds in thesame Euler ow are isovorticed.Corollary 5.13. The vorticity trajectories are transported by an Eulerian uidmotion on a three-dimensional Riemannian manifold.In particular, every \vorticity tube" (i.e., a pencil of vorticity lines) is carriedalong by the ow. The Helmholtz theorem is closely related to this geometriccorollary but is somewhat stronger (especially in the non-simply connected case).Remark 5.14. In the two-dimensional case, the isovorticity of velocity vector�elds means that the vorticity function ! is transported by the uid ow: A point



x5. APPLICATIONS TO HYDRODYNAMICS 25where the vorticity � was equal to ! at the initial moment is taken to a point withthe same vorticity value at any other moment of time. In particular, all vorticitymomenta Ik = ZZ (� )k dx dyare preserved, and so are the areas of the sets of smaller vorticity values:S(c) = ZZ� �c dx dy(see, e.g., [Ob]). The same holds in a non-simply connected situation.The conservation laws provided by the Helmholtz theorem are a bit strongerthan the conservation of all the momenta, even if the two-dimensional manifoldis simply connected. Namely, one claims that the whole \tree" of the vorticityfunction ! = � (that is, the space of components of the level sets; see Fig.7) ispreserved, as well as the vorticity function !, along with the measure on this tree.(The latter measure associates to every segment on the tree the total area of thecorresponding vorticity levels.) Apparently, it is the complete set of invariants oftypical coadjoint orbits (say, for SDi�(S2)).
Figure 7. The \tree" of a vorticity function on a sphere.It would be interesting to describe possible graphs for functions on non-simplyconnected manifolds, for instance, on a torus.Applications of the Euler theorems to the hydrodynamics on manifolds of higherdimension are described in Section 7.Remark 5.151. Though, as mentioned at the beginning, we are not dealing herewith the existence and uniqueness theorems for the Euler equation of an ideal incom-pressible uid, it is a very subtle question that has attracted considerable interest1We are grateful to V. Yudovich for consulting us on the history of this question.



26 I. GROUP AND HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES OF FLUID DYNAMICSin the literature (see, e.g., [Chm, G�e, Yu3] for a survey). Local in time existenceand uniqueness theorems of the classical solution of the basic initial boundary valueproblem for the two- and three-dimensional Euler equation were obtained in a seriesof papers by N. Gunter and L. Lichtenstein. W. Wolibner proved the global solv-ability for the 2D problem for the classical solutions (see [Ka] for the modern formof the result and generalizations). The global existence theorem in two-dimensionalEulerian hydrodynamics was proved by V. Yudovich [Yu1] for ows with vorticityin the space Lp for any given p > 1. For the uniqueness theorem on ows withessentially bounded vorticity and its generalizations; see [Yu1,3]; the nonuniquenessof weak solutions of the Euler equations is discussed in [Shn7].If instead of an ideal uid we consider a viscous incompressible one, its motionis described by the Navier{Stokes equation, being the Euler equation with an ad-ditional di�usion term; see Section 12. The local in time results (existence anduniqueness) for classical solutions of the Navier{Stokes equation were obtained byLichtenstein, Odqvist, and Oseen (see the references in [Lad]). The global (in timeand in \everything," i.e., the domain, initial �eld, and viscosity) existence of gen-eralized solutions was proved by J. Leray (in the 1930s) and E. Hopf (in 1950/51).Uniqueness for this wide class of solutions is still unknown. The global existence anduniqueness theorems of generalized and classical solutions of the 2D Navier{Stokesequation were proved by Ladyzhenskaya and her successors (see [Lad]).x6. Hamiltonian structure for the Euler equationsRecall the coadjoint representation of an arbitrary Lie group G. It turns outthat the coadjoint orbits are always even-dimensional. The reason is that such anorbit is endowed with a natural symplectic structure (i.e., a closed nondegenerate2-form). This structure, called the Kirillov (Berezin, Kostant) form (see [Ki1, Ber,Kos]), was essentially discovered by S. Lie [Lie].The Euler equations in the dual space to a Lie algebra are Hamiltonian equa-tions on each coadjoint orbit [Arn5]. Now the kinetic energy plays the role of thecorresponding Hamiltonian function. We start with the following brief reminder.Let (M;!) be a symplectic manifold, i.e., a manifold M equipped with a closednondegenerate di�erential 2-form. Recall that a Hamiltonian function H de�nes aHamiltonian �eld v on M by the condition(6.1) iv! = �dH:In other words, the �eld v is the skew gradient of the function H :M ! R de�nedby the relation �dH(�) = !(v; �) for every � (the ordinary gradient of a function



x6. HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURE FOR THE EULER EQUATIONS 27is de�ned by the condition dH(�) = hgrad H; �i for every �, where h�; �i is an innerproduct on a Riemannian manifold M). The value of the skew-symmetric 2-form! on a pair of vectors (v and � in the case at hand) is called their skew-symmetricproduct. The following theorem is well known (see, e.g., [Arn16]).Theorem 6.1. The phase ow of the Hamiltonian �eld v preserves the symplec-tic form ! and the Hamiltonian function H.Now assume that M is a coadjoint orbit of a Lie group G. The manifold M isembedded into the dual space g� of the corresponding Lie algebra. The tangentspace to the orbit M at every point is spanned by the velocity vectors of thecoadjoint representation corresponding to arbitrary velocities with which an elementof the group G leaves the unity. In our notation (see Section 4), these vectorsattached at a point m 2M and tangent to M have the form� = ad�am; m 2 g�; a 2 g:Now consider two such vectors, corresponding to two \angular velocities" (i.e.,elements of the Lie algebra g)� = ad�am; � = ad�bm; a; b 2 g:One can combine these two vectors and one element of the dual space to get thenumber(6.2) !(�; �) := (m; [a; b]);where the square brackets denote the commutator in the Lie algebra, and the roundones stand for the natural pairing between the dual spaces g� and g. One easilyproves the following result.Theorem 6.2. The value !(�; �) depends on the vectors � and � tangent to Mat m, but not on a particular choice of the \angular velocities" a and b used in thede�nition. The skew-symmetric form ! on M is closed and nondegenerate.This form de�nes the symplectic structure on the coadjoint orbit. It is invariantunder the coadjoint representation (which follows from its de�nition).Example 6.3. For G = SO(3) the coadjoint orbits are all spheres centered atthe origin and the origin itself (note that all the dimensions are even!). Symplecticstructures are the area elements invariant with respect to rotations of the spheres.The areas are normalized by the following condition: RR ! is proportional to thesphere radius.Formula (6.2) de�nes the symplectic structures on all coadjoint orbits at once.These symplectic structures are related in such a way that they equip the entiredual Lie algebra with a more general structure called the Poisson structure.



28 I. GROUP AND HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES OF FLUID DYNAMICSDefinition 6.4. A Poisson structure on a manifold is an operation f�; �g thatassociates to a pair of smooth functions on the manifold a third one (their Poissonbracket) such that the operation is bilinear and skew-symmetric, and it satis�es theJacobi identity fff; gg; hg+ ffg; hg; fg+ ffh; fg; gg = 0and the Leibniz identity ff; ghg = ff; ggh+ gff; hg:A manifold equipped with a Poisson structure is called a Poisson manifold.The Leibniz identity means that for a �xed �rst argument, the operation f�; �gis the di�erentiation of the second argument along some vector �eld.Example 6.5. Consider all smooth functions on the dual space g� of a �nite-dimensional Lie algebra. De�ne the Poisson bracket on this space by(6.3) ff; gg(m) := (m; [df; dg]) for m 2 g�; f; g 2 C1(g�);where the di�erentials df and dg are taken at the same point m. Note that thedi�erential of f at each point m 2 g� is an element of the Lie algebra g itself.Hence, the commutator [df; dg] at every point is also a vector of this Lie algebra.The value of the linear function m evaluated at the latter vector, appearing on theright-hand side of the above formula, is, generally speaking, a nonlinear function ofm, the Poisson bracket of the pair of functions f and g.Let x1; : : : ; xn be coordinates in the dual space to an n-dimensional Lie algebra.Then formula (6.3) assumes the formff; gg = nXi;j=1 @f@xi @g@xj [xi; xj ]:Here the vectors xi form a basis of the Lie algebra g itself. Their commutatorslie in the Lie algebra as well, and therefore they are (linear) functions on the dualspace g�.Definition 6.6. The operation de�ned above is called the natural Lie{Poissonstructure on the dual space to a Lie algebra.One readily veri�es (see, e.g., [We]) the following



x6. HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURE FOR THE EULER EQUATIONS 29Theorem 6.7. This is indeed a Poisson structure.Remark 6.8. In fact, Poisson structures, in a somewhat more general situa-tion, were introduced by Jacobi in \Lectures on dynamics" [Jac] while analyzingthe structure of the ring of �rst integrals for a given Hamiltonian vector �eld. TheJacobi theory is more algebraic than topological, and it de�nes the Poisson struc-tures on more general sets, similar to varieties of algebraic geometry rather thanon the manifolds of topologists. Generally speaking, those sets are not Hausdor�.The modern de�nition was introduced by A. Weinstein [We], after the works ofLichnerowicz and Kirillov.Definition 6.9. The Hamiltonian �eld of a function H on a manifold equippedwith a Poisson structure is the vector �eld � de�ned by the relationL�f = fH; fgfor every function f . Here L�f is the derivative of a function f along the vector�eld �i, in coordinates L�f =P �i @f@xi .Example 6.10. The Hamiltonian �eld � of a linear function a on the dual spaceof a Lie algebra is given by the formula�(�) = ad�a � ;where a is understood as a vector of the Lie algebra itself.Indeed, at every point m 2 g� and for every function f on g�, one hasfa; fg(m) = (m; [a; df ]) = (ad�am;df) = (L�f)(m):More generally, the Hamiltonian �eld �H of an arbitrary smooth function H onthe dual space g� is given at a point m 2 g� by the vector�H(m) = ad�dHm;where the di�erential dH is taken at the point m and is regarded as a vector of theLie algebra.Remark 6.11. The Hamiltonian �eld �fF;Hg associated to the Poisson bracketof two functions F and H is the Poisson bracket of the Hamiltonian �elds �F and�H of these functions: f�F ; �Hg = �fF;Hg:It follows from de�nitions and the Jacobi identity thatLf�F ;�Hgf = L�FL�Hf � L�HL�F f = L�F fH; fg � L�HfF; fg= fF; fH; fgg � fH; fF; fgg = �ff; fF;Hgg = L�fF;Hgf:



30 I. GROUP AND HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES OF FLUID DYNAMICSDefinition 6.12. The symplectic leaf of a point on a manifold equipped witha Poisson structure is the set of all points of the manifold that can be reached bypaths issuing from the given point, and such that the velocity vectors of the pathsare Hamiltonian at every moment (with a Hamiltonian function di�erentiable intime).Theorem 6.13. The symplectic leaf of every point is a smooth even-dimensionalmanifold. It has a natural symplectic structure de�ned by !(�; �) = ff; gg(x), where� and � are vectors of Hamiltonian �elds with Hamiltonian functions f and g atthe point x.In particular, the value !(�; �) does not depend on a particular choice of thefunctions f and g.On a Poisson manifold the restriction of a Hamiltonian �eld to each symplecticleaf coincides with the Hamiltonian �eld de�ned by the restriction to this leaf ofthe same Hamiltonian function.Example 6.14. Symplectic leaves of the natural Poisson structure in the dualspace to a Lie algebra are group coadjoint orbits. The symplectic structures ofthe leaves de�ned by this Poisson structure coincide with the natural symplecticstructure of coadjoint orbits described above.Now let A : g ! g� be a nondegenerate symmetric inertia operator. De�ne thedual quadratic form on the dual Lie algebra space g� byH(m) := 12(A�1m;m); m 2 g�:Denote by v the Lie algebra vector A�1m. Then m = Av, and thereforeH(m) = 12(v;Av)is merely the kinetic energy, corresponding to the \angular velocity" v (or to thevelocity �eld v in hydrodynamics).Theorem 6.15. Let the inertia operator A de�ne a left-invariant metric on theLie group G. Then the Euler velocity �eld in the dual Lie algebra space g� coincideswith the Hamiltonian �eld, de�ned by the Hamiltonian function H, with respect tothe natural Poisson structure of the dual Lie algebra. Explicitly, the Euler equationon the dual space g� is(6.4) _m = ad�A�1mm; m 2 g�:



x6. HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURE FOR THE EULER EQUATIONS 31For the right-invariant metric the corresponding Hamiltonian function is �H.In particular, the Euler �eld is a Hamiltonian �eld on every coadjoint orbit, withrespect to the natural symplectic structure of the orbit. Its Hamiltonian functionis the restriction of the kinetic energy to the orbit.Proof. The di�erential dH of the quadratic form H(m) := 12 (A�1m;m) at apoint m 2 g� is the vector v = A�1m 2 g, which is regarded as a linear func-tional on the dual space g�. According to Example 6.10, the Hamiltonian vectorcorresponding to this linear functional is ad�dHm = ad�A�1mm, giving Equation(6.4).The fact that this equation describes the geodesics on the Lie group G withrespect to the left-invariant metric is nothing but the Second Euler Theorem. �Example 6.16. Consider a solution v(t) of the Euler equation of an ideal uidin a simply connected domain of three-dimensional Euclidean space.Let v1 = v+"u1+ : : : ; v2 = v+"u2+ : : : be two solutions with isovorticed initialconditions in�nitely close to v (" is small, the dots mean o(") as "! 0, all the �eldshere and below depend on t).Isovorticity of the �elds means that their vorticities can be identi�ed by adi�eomorphism action. For in�nitesimally small perturbations of the vorticities�i = curl ui we obtain at every moment t�i = [ai; curl v];where ai are divergence-free �elds from our Lie algebra, and [�; �] is minus thePoisson bracket of the divergence-free �elds (so that [a; b] = curl (a � b)).The �elds ai are not determined uniquely by the perturbations ui. However, onecan de�ne the following invariant of the pair of perturbations that does not dependon this ambiguity.We associate to the initial �eld v(t) and to the pair of �elds ai the value! = ZM3 ([a1(t); a2(t)]; v(t)) dx dy dz:The theory above, applied to this example, implies the following result.Theorem 6.17. The value of ! is constant (i.e., it does not depend on t),whatever solution v of the Euler equation, and whatever initial �elds a1(0) anda2(0) de�ning the perturbations are taken.Proof. The Hamiltonian property of the Euler equation on the orbits of isovor-ticed �elds implies that the phase ow of the Euler equation preserves the natural



32 I. GROUP AND HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES OF FLUID DYNAMICSsymplectic structure of the set of isovorticed �elds. This structure is given by theformula !(�1; �2) = (m; [a1; a2]) for �i = ad�ai m, where m is the image in the dualspace (to the Lie algebra of the divergence-free �elds) of the vector v(t) from theLie algebra under the map A : g ! g� of the inertia operator.According to Theorem 5.4 on inertia operator, the element m can be identi�edwith the 1-form that is the inner product with the vector �eld v (the dual spaceitself is understood as the space of 1-forms modulo function di�erentials).The di�erential of the latter 1-form is the vorticity form corresponding to thevorticity vector �eld � = curl v. Then the perturbation of the element m de�nedby the �eld ai is �i = [ai; �];and therefore !(�1; �2) = ZM3([a1; a2]; v) dx dy dz:The fact that ! does not depend on t means the invariance of the symplecticstructure under the Hamiltonian ow of the Euler equation on the coadjoint orbitof the �elds isovorticed with v(0). �Remark 6.18. On a two-dimensional simply connected domain the �elds ai arede�ned by the stream functions  i, and the conserved quantity has the form!(�1; �2) = ZM2 � � f 1;  2g dx dy:Here �i = f i; �g, � = � is the vorticity function of a nonperturbed ow withthe stream function  , and ff; gg is the Poisson bracket of two functions, ff; gg =@f@x @g@y � @f@y @g@x , equal to the Jacobian of the map (x; y) 7! (f(x; y); g(x; y)).The Hamiltonian property now implies the following. If the vorticity functions� and �+ "f i; �g+ : : : evolve in time according to the Euler{Helmholtz equation,then the value of ! is time invariant. (The Hamiltonian formalism can also beexploited in the reverse direction: from known results in hydrodynamics one candeduce some properties of Hamiltonian systems; see [Ko1].)We discuss the more general case of Riemannian manifolds, instead of just adomain in Euclidean space, and the non-simply connected domains and manifoldsin the next section. There is vast literature on the Hamiltonian formalism of theEuler equation on Lie groups and numerous applications (see, e.g., books [GS2,Arn16, MaR, G-P] and papers [M-W, AKh, Ose2]).



x7. IDEAL HYDRODYNAMICS ON RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS 33x7. Ideal hydrodynamics on Riemannian manifoldsGeneralization of hydrodynamics of ideal incompressible uid to manifolds ofhigh dimension (in particular, to dimensions n > 3) is as physically meaningful asconsideration of, say, the wave equation for a non-physically large number of spacecoordinates. The universal setting, however, sheds light on general properties ofthe Euler equation, as well as on geometry of the groups of di�eomorphisms. Inparticular, in this section we will treat the three-dimensional hydrodynamics fromthis universal point of view.7.A. The Euler hydrodynamic equation on manifolds. Let Mn denote acompact oriented Riemannian manifold with a metric ( ; ) and a volume form �,i.e., a nonvanishing di�erential form of the highest degree n. We do not assume, ingeneral, any relation of � to the volume form induced by the metric.Definition 7.1. The Euler equation of an ideal incompressible uid on M isthe following evolution equation on the velocity �eld v of the uid on the manifold:(7.1) � @v@t = �(v;r)v �rp;div�v = 0;where the second equation means that the �eld v preserves the volume form �. Herep is a time-dependent function onM that is de�ned by the condition div�(@v=@t) =0 uniquely (up to an additive constant depending on time). The expression (v;r)vdenotes the covariant derivative rvv of the �eld v along itself for the Riemannianconnection on M . In the case of the Euclidean space M = R3 the Euler equationabove assumes the form (5.2).In the case of a manifold M with boundary, the velocity �eld is supposed to betangent to the boundary.We refer to Section IV.1.B for a de�nition of the covariant derivative, while formany purposes in this chapter it will be enough to keep in mind the followingExample 7.2. In the case of M = Rn, equipped with the standard metric andvolume form, the Euler equation of an ideal incompressible uid is@vi@t = � nXj=1 vj @vi@xj � @p@xion the vector �eld v obeying Pnj=1 @vj=@xj = 0. The covariant derivative in thiscase is (v;r)vi = nXj=1 vj @vi@xj :



34 I. GROUP AND HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES OF FLUID DYNAMICSJust as for the two- and three-dimensional cases, the Euler equation (7.1) on acompact n-dimensional manifold M can be regarded as the equation of geodesicson the Lie group SDi�(M) of all di�eomorphisms of the manifoldM preserving thevolume form �.Definition 7.3. The con�guration space of an ideal incompressible uid �ll-ing the manifold M is the Lie group G = SDi�(M) of all di�eomorphisms of Mpreserving the volume form � (and belonging to the connected component of theidentity). In the case of a manifold with boundary @M the group SDi�(M) consistsof those volume-preserving di�eomorphisms that leave the boundary @M invariant.The Lie algebra g = SVect(M) for this group is formed by divergence-free vector�elds on M (tangent to the boundary if @M 6= ;). The Lie bracket in this algebrais minus the Poisson bracket of vector �elds.Now we apply the general algebraic machinery to this Lie algebra. The formu-lations are in Sections 7.B and 7.C below, and the proofs are in Section 8.7.B. Dual space to the Lie algebra of divergence-free �elds. From nowon all objects are supposed to be as smooth as needed. We leave aside the analyticdi�culties of the approach to in�nite-dimensional groups and algebras, and addressthe interested reader to [E-M], where the proper formalism of the Sobolev spacesfor hydrodynamical data is developed. In the sequel we will need the followingnotions of the calculus on manifolds.Definition 7.4. Let 
k(M) (or simply 
k) denote the space of smooth dif-ferential k-forms on the compact manifold M (possibly with boundary @M). Theexterior derivative operator d increases the degree of the forms by 1, while the innerderivative operator i� of substitution of a given vector �eld � into a form as the �rstargument decreases the degree by 1. These operators are derivations of the algebraof forms in the sense that they satisfy the following identities:i�(� ^ �) = (i��) ^ � + (�1)k� ^ (i��);(7.2) d(� ^ �) = (d�) ^ � + (�1)k� ^ (d�);(7.3)for any forms � 2 
k and � 2 
l.The Lie derivative of a di�erential form ! along a vector �eld v (tangent tothe boundary @M if @M 6= ;) is the time derivative of the form ! transported(backwards) by di�eomorphisms gt such that g0 = Id and _g0 = v:(7.4) Lv! = ddt jt=0 g�t !;



x7. IDEAL HYDRODYNAMICS ON RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS 35where g0(x) � x; ddt jt=0 gt(x) = v(x). The result g�! of the transport of a k-form! by a smooth map g is de�ned by the formula(g�!)(�1; : : : ; �k) = !(g��1; : : : ; g��k);where the linear operator g� is the di�erential of the map g.The homotopy formula is the relationLv = ivd+ div:It is an in�nitesimal version of the Leibniz formula: The cylinder boundary is thedi�erence of the top and the bottom, plus the side surface (oriented in the properway).Theorem 7.5 (see e.g., [M-W, Nov2, DKN]). The dual space g� of the Liealgebra g = SVect(M) of divergence-free vector �elds on M (tangent to @M) isnaturally isomorphic to the quotient space 
1=d
0 of all di�erential 1-forms on M ,modulo all exact 1-forms (i.e., modulo di�erentials of all functions) on M .The group coadjoint action on the dual Lie algebra g� coincides with the standardaction of di�eomorphisms on di�erential 1-forms:(7.5) Ad�g � = g��;where 1-forms � and g�� on M are considered modulo function di�erentials.Here we regard SVect(M) as the Lie algebra of the group of di�eomorphismsof M preserving a �xed volume element. The commutator adv w = [v;w] of twovector �elds is thus minus their Poisson bracket. We will prove this theorem inSection 8.Corollary 7.6. The algebra coadjoint action by an element v 2 g on the dualspace g� = 
1=d
0 is the Lie derivative of the 1-forms along the vector �eld v onM :(7.6) ad�v � = Lv�:Here � and Lv� are 1-forms modulo function di�erentials.Indeed, the corollary follows directly from the de�nition of the Lie derivative(7.4). The in�nitesimal version of (7.5) for g 2 G close enough to the identity (i.e.,for the \in�nitesimal change of variables" g = Id+�v + o(�) given by a vector �eldv) determines the coadjoint action of the Lie algebra element v 2 g = SVect(M)on the dual space g� as the derivation along the vector �eld. �



36 I. GROUP AND HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES OF FLUID DYNAMICSDefinition 7.7. The pairing of the spaces g and g� is given by the followingstraightforward formula. Let [u] denote the coset of a 1-form u in the quotient
1=d
0, i.e., the class of all 1-forms on M of the type u + df for some functionf . Then, to evaluate a coset [u] 2 g� at a vector �eld v 2 g, one has to take theintegral over M of the pointwise pairing of the vector v and an arbitrary 1-form ufrom the coset [u] 2 
1=d
0:(7.7) hv; [u]i = ZM u(v)�:(The fact that this integral does not depend on a particular choice of u is proved inSection 8.) Equivalently, one can think of 
1=d
0 as the space dual to the spaceof all closed (n� 1)-forms on M :(7.8) h!v; [u]i = ZM u ^ !v;where !v = iv� is the closed (n � 1)-form associated to the divergence-free vector�eld v.Remark 7.8. The group coadjoint action is well-de�ned by the formula (7.5),since the di�eomorphism action commutes with the operation d: If �0 = � + df ,then g��0 = g��+ g�(df) = g��+ d(g�f);i.e., the 1-form g�� and g��0 de�ne the same coset in the quotient 
1=d
0. Sim-ilarly, the Lie derivative acts on the coset of a 1-form u, since the operation Lvcommutes with the derivative operator d:Lv[u] = Lv(u+ df) = Lvu+ dLvf = [Lvu]:As we discussed above, the space g�, in the form of the quotient 
1=d
0, isunderstood only as the regular part of the actual dual space to the Lie algebrag = SVect(M). Notice that the nonregular part of the dual space g� includes manyinteresting functionals, e.g., singular closed 2-forms supported on submanifolds ofcodimension 2 (for n = 2 such forms are supported in a discrete set of points, whilefor n = 3 the support can be a set of closed curves; see Sections I.11 and VI.3).Corollary 7.9. For a simply connected manifold M (or, more generally, fora manifold with trivial �rst homology group H1(M;R) = 0), the dual space g� isisomorphic to the space of all exact 2-forms on M .Indeed, the kernel of the operator d : 
1 ! 
2 contains all closed 1-forms onM .Simply-connectedness of M (or the condition H1(M;R) = 0) implies that the �rstcohomology group vanishes: H1(M;R) = 0, i.e., all closed 1-forms are exact. Thusthe quotient 
1=d
0 is isomorphic to the image of d in 
2. �



x7. IDEAL HYDRODYNAMICS ON RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS 37Definition 7.10. A divergence-free vector �eld v on Mn (tangent to @M) issaid to be exact if the corresponding closed (n�1)-form !v := iv� is the di�erentialof some (n� 2)-form vanishing on @M : !v = iv� = d�; � j@M= 0.Example 7.11. On a two-dimensional surface, a �eld is exact if and only if itpossesses a univalued stream function vanishing on the boundary of the surface.The ux of such a �eld across any closed curve within the surface, as well as theux across any chord connecting two boundary points, is equal to zero.On a simply connected manifold of any dimension n every divergence-free vector�eld is exact. Indeed, due to the identity Hn�1(M) = H1(M) = 0, every closed(n� 1)-form !v is exact.Definition 7.12. A di�eomorphism of a manifold M (preserving the volumeelement � and the boundary @M) is called exact if it can be connected to theidentity transformation by a smooth curve gt (in the space of volume-preservingdi�eomorphisms ofM) so that the velocity �eld _gt is exact at every moment t. Theexact di�eomorphisms constitute the group of exact di�eomorphisms S0Di�(Mn).The latter is a subgroup of the group SDi�(Mn) of all volume-preserving di�eo-morphisms. The Lie algebra g0 of the group of exact di�eomorphisms S0Di�(M)is naturally identi�ed (by the map v 7! iv�) with the space of di�erential (n� 1)-forms, which are di�erentials of (n� 2)-forms vanishing on @M .Theorem 7.13. The dual space g�0 of the Lie algebra g0 for the group S0Di�(M)is naturally identi�ed with the space of all 2-forms that are di�erentials of 1-formson M . This dual space is naturally isomorphic to the quotient 
1= ker(d : 
1 ! 
2)of the space of all 1-forms on M , modulo all closed 1-forms. The adjoint andcoadjoint representations are the standard di�eomorphism actions on (n�1)-formsand on 1-forms.Remark 7.14. The subgroup generated by the commutators aba�1b�1 of a groupG is called the commutant of G. The commutant of the group SDi�(M) is thesubgroup of the exact di�eomorphisms S0Di�(M) [Ban].The tangent space to the commutant subgroup of a Lie group is called thecommutant subalgebra of the Lie algebra. It is generated (as a vector space) bythe commutators of the Lie algebra elements. The commutant of the Lie algebraSVect(M) of the group SDi�(M) is the Lie algebra S0Vect(M) [Arn7].The quotient space g=[g; g] of a Lie algebra g by its commutant subalgebra [g; g]is called the one-dimensional homology (with coe�cients in numbers) of the Liealgebra g. Thus the one-dimensional homology of the Lie algebra of divergence-free



38 I. GROUP AND HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES OF FLUID DYNAMICSvector �elds on Mn is naturally isomorphic to the de Rham cohomology groupHn�1(Mn;R) = ker(d : 
n�1 ! 
n)= Im(d : 
n�2 ! 
n�1)(for a manifold with boundary the (n� 1)-forms have to vanish on the boundary).The image of a divergence-free vector �eld v 2 g = SVect(M) in the one-dimensional homology groupg=g0 � Hn�1(M;R) � H1(M;R)is called the rotation class of a vector �eld.The rotation class of a divergence-free vector �eld concentrated along a closedcurve  in M is the homology class of  (provided that the ux of the �eld acrossa transverse section to  equals 1).Remark 7.15. In the space C1(M) of closed curves on a manifold M withboundary there are two interesting subspaces: (i) the curves homologous to zeroand (ii) the curves in M homologous to those on @M . (Recall that two orientedclosed curves a; b on M are homologous if there exists a surface S in M whoseboundary is @S = a � b. Here the minus sign means the reversed orientation.)One de�nes two subspaces in the space g of all divergence-free vector �elds onM tangent to @M that correspond to the above mentioned subclasses of curves:(i) exact �elds v 2 g0 (such that iv� = d�; �j@M = 0) and (ii) semiexact �eldsv 2 gse, for which iv� = d�; d�j@M = 0.Theorem 7.16. The subspaces mentioned above are Lie subalgebras in the Liealgebra g of divergence-free vector �elds on M tangent to the boundary. Moreover,they are Lie ideals; i.e., the Poisson bracket fw; vg of an arbitrary �eld w 2 gwith a �eld v from either of the subalgebras a (a = g0 or gse) belongs to the samesubalgebra.Proof. A di�eomorphism g from the group SDi�(M) acts on both the �eld vand the form � in a consistent way, such that the relations iv� = d�; �j@M = 0and d� j@M are preserved under the action. Therefore, every transform Adg sendseach subalgebra a into itself. Let gt leave the group unity e with velocity _g jt=0= w.The derivative Adgt in t takes a into itself. This derivative is, up to a sign, thePoisson bracket with the �eld w. �Theorem 7.17. The dual space g�se (of the Lie algebra gse of semiexact divergence-free vector �elds) is naturally isomorphic to the quotient space of all 1-forms on Mmodulo the closed 1-forms on M vanishing on the boundary @M .



x7. IDEAL HYDRODYNAMICS ON RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS 397.C. Inertia operator of an n-dimensional uid.Definition 7.18. A Riemannian metric ( ; ) and a measure � on the compactmanifold M (possibly with boundary @M) de�ne a nondegenerate inner producth ; ig on (divergence-free) vector �elds v;w 2 g:(7.9) hv;wig := ZM (v(x); w(x)) �:Hence it speci�es an invertible inertia operator A : g ! g� from the Lie algebra gto its dual g� such that the image Av of an element v 2 g is the element of the dualspace g� satisfying(7.10) hAv;wi = hv;wigfor any w 2 g, where h ; i on the left-hand side means the pairing between twoelements of the dual spaces. (Strictly speaking, nondegeneracy of the inner productimplies invertibility of A only on the regular part of g�.)Theorem 7.19. The inertia operator A : g ! g� for the Lie algebra g =SVect(M) of divergence-free vector �elds (tangent to the boundary of M) sendsa vector �eld v 2 g to the coset [u] 2 g� containing the 1-form u obtained from the�eld v by means of the Riemannian \lifting indices": u(�) = (v; �) for all � 2 TxMat any point x 2M .Proof. The theorem is proved by comparison of formulas (7.7) and (7.9). Inthe tangent space TxM at every point x 2M the Riemannian \lifting indices" of avector v(x) is exactly the choice of an exterior 1-form on TxM whose value on anyvector w(x) is the Riemannian inner product of v(x) and w(x). �For instance, ifM is the Euclidean space Rn, the inertia operator sends a vector�eld Pi vi(x) @@xi to the set of 1-forms fPi(vi(x) + @f@xi )dxi�� f 2 C1(Rn)g.Note that the case of a non compact manifoldM , say, M = Rn, needs speci�ca-tion of the decay of the vector �elds and di�erential forms at in�nity to make theintegrals (7.7) and (7.9) converge.Definition 7.20. The energy function on the Lie algebra g of divergence-freevector �elds is half the square length of vectors v 2 g in the inner product h ; ig:H(v) := 12 hv; vig = 12 ZM (v; v) � = 12hv;Avi:The dual space g� inherits from g the nondegenerate inner product h ; ig� . We de�nethe energy Hamiltonian function on g� as half the square length of the elements ing�: H([u]) = 12 h[u]; [u]ig� := 12 hA�1[u]; [u]i:



40 I. GROUP AND HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES OF FLUID DYNAMICSHere v = A�1[u] is the (divergence-free) vector �eld related to the coset [u] of1-forms by means of the Riemannian metric.Recall that the Euler equations represent the projection of the geodesic ow ofthe right-invariant metric on the group de�ned by the quadratic form H on the Liealgebra.Lemma{definition 7.21 [Arn16, OKC]. The generalized Euler equation on thedual space g� = 
1=d
0 of the Lie algebra of divergence-free vector �elds on M hasthe following form:(7.11) @[u]@t = �Lv[u]:Here the vector �eld v is related to the coset [u] of 1-forms by the metric liftingindices on M : [u] = Av. Rewritten for a particular representative 1-form u 2 [u],the generalized Euler equation becomes(7.12) @u@t = �Lvu� df:The Euler equation on g� is Hamiltonian with respect to the natural Lie{Poissonstructure, and minus the energy �H([u]) is its Hamiltonian function.Remark 7.22. One can see that the latter equation on the dual space g� is theimage under the inertia operator A of the classical Euler equation (7.1):@v@t = �(v;r)v �rpin the Lie algebra g of divergence-free vector �elds (div�v = 0). Here the 1-form uis related by metric lifting indices with the vector �eld v.The identi�cation of the equations in the Lie algebra and in its dual is basedon the following fact, which we shall prove in Section IV.1.D: The inertia operatorA sends the covariant derivative vector �eld (v;r)v on a Riemannian manifold Mto the 1-form Lvu� 12d(u(v)). Then the pressure function p is equal to f + 12u(v)(modulo an additive constant).The Helmholtz curl equation @!@t = �Lv! on the space of all exact 2-forms! = du on M (see Equation (5.3)) is obtained by the exterior di�erentiation ofboth sides of Equation (7.11). An advantage of the Helmholtz formulation is thepure geometric action on the 2-forms: the form ! is \frozen into the uid"; i.e., itis transported by the uid ow exactly, not just modulo some di�erential (as is the1-form u).



x8. PROOFS OF THEOREMS ABOUT DIVERGENCE-FREE FIELDS 41Corollary 7.23. If the initial vector �eld is exact (respectively, semiexact), itwill remain exact (respectively, semiexact) for all t.This follows from the explicit form of the Euler equation (7.11) and Theorems7.13 and 7.17 describing the dual spaces to the Lie algebras g0 and gse.Proof of Lemma{definition. Equation (7.11) is a Hamiltonian equation ong� with minus the energy �H([u]) playing the role of the Hamiltonian function.Indeed, with respect to the standard linear Lie{Poisson structure, the quadraticHamiltonian function �H([u]) = �12hA�1[u]; [u]i de�nes the following equation ong�: @[u]@t = �ad�A�1[u][u];see (6.4). By substituting the explicit form of the inertia operator (Theorem 7.19)and of the coadjoint operator ad� from (7.6), we complete the proof. �Remark 7.24. For an arbitrary Lie group G and an arbitrary (not necessarilyquadratic) Hamiltonian functional F on the dual space g� to its Lie algebra g, thecorresponding Hamiltonian equation, with respect to the Lie{Poisson structure, is_m = ad��F=�mm;where the variational derivative �F=�m of the functional F at the point m 2 g� isunderstood as an element of the Lie algebra g and is de�ned by the relationdd"F (m+ "w) j"=0= hw ; �F=�mi;for all w 2 g�, cf. Example 6.10. For a quadratic functional F = 12 hA�1m; mi thevariational derivative is �F=�m = A�1(m).x8. Proofs of theorems about the Lie algebraof divergence-free �elds and its dualLet Mn be a smooth compact manifold with boundary @M and volume element�. Denote by g = SVect (M) the Lie algebra of all divergence-free vector �elds onM that are tangent to @M . Let 
k(M) be the space of di�erential k-forms on Mand 
k(M;@M) the space of di�erential k-forms on M whose restriction to @Mvanishes.To a vector �eld v on M we associate the following di�erential (n � 1)-form:!v = iv� 2 
n�1(M):



42 I. GROUP AND HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES OF FLUID DYNAMICSLemma 8.1. The map v 7! wv de�nes a natural (i.e., invariant with respect tothe SDi�(M)-action) isomorphism of the vector space of the Lie algebra g and thespace of all closed di�erential (n � 1)-forms on M vanishing on @M :!v 2 ker �d : 
n�1(M;@M) ! 
n(M)� :Proof. We start with the fundamental homotopy formula.Definition 8.2. The Lie derivative operator L� on forms does not change theirdegree. It evaluates the instantaneous velocity of the form evolved with the mediumwhose velocity �eld is �. The linear operator L� is expressed in terms of the oper-ators i� and d via the \homotopy formula" L� = i� � d+ d � i�.Now the proof is achieved by applying the homotopy formula to the volume form� 2 
n(M). We conclude that Lv� = div� = d!v;i.e., the ow of v preserves � if and only if the (n � 1)-form !v is closed. Therestriction of !v to @M is the (n � 1)-form that gives the ux of the �eld v across@M . The vanishing of !v on @M is equivalent to the tangency of v to @M . �The statement on duality between the spaces g and g� from Sections 3 and 7 hasthe following precise meaning.Theorem 8.3 (see also Theorems 3.11, 7.5). For an n-dimensional compactmanifold M with boundary @M , the dual space g� (of the Lie algebra g of divergence-free vector �elds on M tangent to @M) is naturally isomorphic to the quotient space
1(M)=d
0(M) (of all 1-forms on M modulo full di�erentials) in the followingsense:(1) If � is the di�erential of a function (� = df) and v 2 g, then RRM !v ^� = 0.(2) If RRM !v ^ � = 0 for all v 2 g, then the 1-form � is the di�erential of afunction.(3) If RRM !v ^ � = 0 for all � = df , then v 2 g (i.e., v is a divergence-free �eldon M tangent to @M).(4) The coadjoint action of the group SDi�(M) on the space 
1(M)=d
0(M)is geometric, i.e., the volume-preserving di�eomorphisms act as changes ofcoordinates on the (cosets of) 1-forms �.Proof. 1) We utilize the Leibniz identity for the exterior derivative d:(8.1) d(f ^ !v) = (df) ^ !v + f(d!v):



x8. PROOFS OF THEOREMS ABOUT DIVERGENCE-FREE FIELDS 43If v 2 g, then d!v = 0 by virtue of Lemma 8.1. HenceZZM (df) ^ !v = ZZM d(f ^ !v) = Z@M f ^ !v;according to the Stokes formula. Since !v j@M= 0, the latter integral equals zero.2) Consider a closed curve  in M (not meeting the boundary @M). Let v bea divergence-free vector �eld that is supported in a narrow solitorus around thiscurve and whose ux across any transverse to  is equal to 1. As the thickness � ofthe solitorus goes to zero we obtainlim�!0ZZM !v ^ � = (�1)n�1 Z � = 0for an arbitrary closed curve . Therefore, � is the di�erential of a function (namely,of its integral along a curve connecting the current point with a �xed one).3) Again, make use of the identity (8.1). Now we know that the integral of(df) ^ !v over M is equal to zero; henceZZM fd!v = Z@M f ^ !vfor each function f . Pick a �-type function f supported in a small neighborhood ofan interior point of M . Then the integral on the right-hand side vanishes; hence,the left integral is equal to zero as well. It follows that d!v = 0 at every interiorpoint of M ; that is, the form !v is closed (and the �eld v is divergence free).Thus both the left and right integrals are zero for an arbitrary function f . Inparticular, one can take a function whose restriction to @M is of �-type. At everypoint of the boundary we obtain !vj@M = 0. In other words,!v 2 ker �d : 
n�1(M;@M) ! 
n(M)� ;and hence v 2 g by virtue of Lemma 8.1. Item (3) is proved.4) The statements (1){(3) imply that g� = 
1=d
0, since the set of divergence-free vector �elds on M with a volume form � is identi�ed with the space of closed(n � 1)-forms by means of the correspondence v 7! !v := iv�. If M has boundary@M , then a �eld v is tangent to @M if and only if the form !v vanishes on theboundary.Furthermore, recall that the adjoint action of the group SDi�(M) on a vector�eld v is a geometric action (change of coordinates) by a di�eomorphism g 2 G onv: Adg v = g�v:



44 I. GROUP AND HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES OF FLUID DYNAMICSIt follows that the action of the di�eomorphism g on any 1-form �, which is pairedwith v is also geometric. More precisely, the group coadjoint action on the coset[�] 2 
1=d
0 = g� representing the 1-form � in the dual space g� is described asfollows: hv;Ad�g[�]i :=hAdgv; [�]i = ZM �(g�v) �=ZM (g��)(v) g�� = ZM (g��)(v) � = hv; [g��]i:Here we make use of the invariance of the volume form: g�� = �. ThusAd�g [�] = [g��];which completes the proof of the Theorem. �Consider now the Lie algebra g0 of all exact �elds v, for which !v = iv� = d�for an (n � 2)-form � 2 
n�2(M;@M) vanishing on the boundary �j@M = 0.Theorem 8.4. For an n-dimensional compact manifold M with boundary:(1) If the 1-form � is closed (d� = 0), then RRM !v ^ � = 0 for all �elds v 2 g0.(2) If RRM !v ^ � = 0 for all v in g0, then the 1-form � is closed in M .(3) If RRM !v ^ � = 0 for all closed 1-forms � on M , then v 2 g0.In other words, the dual space g�0 (of the Lie algebra g0 of exact divergence-freevector �elds) is naturally isomorphic to the quotient space 
1(M)=Z1(M) (of all1-forms on M modulo all closed 1-forms on M).Proof. 1) Apply the Leibniz identity in the form(8.2) d(� ^ �) = (d�) ^ �+ (�1)n�2� ^ d�;where !v = d�. If d� = 0, then, by virtue of the Stokes formula,ZZM (d�) ^ � = Z@M � ^ � = 0;since � j@M= 0.2) By making use of (8.2) when RRM (d�) ^ � = 0, we obtain(�1)n ZZM � ^ d� = Z@M � ^ �:



x9. CONSERVATION LAWS IN HIGHER-DIMENSIONAL HYDRODYNAMICS 45The latter integral equals zero for every form � vanishing on @M . In particular,ZZM � ^ d� = 0for every (n� 2)-form � supported compactly inside M . This implies that d� = 0.3) For a closed form �, we get from (8.2) that0 = ZZM (d�) ^ � = ZZ@M � ^ �:Hence, on the closed manifold @M the (n � 2)-form � j@M is orthogonal to everyclosed 1-form �. By virtue of the Poincar�e duality, the (n � 2)-form � j@M isexact, i.e., there exists an (n � 3)-form  on @M such that � j@M= d. Extendarbitrarily the (n� 3)-form  from @M to an (n� 3)-form ~ de�ned on the wholeof M (say, extend  into an "-neighborhood of @M as the pull-back p�; wherep is a retraction to the boundary @M , and then multiply the result by a cuto�function equal to 1 in the "-neighborhood and to 0 outside the 2"-neighborhood).The restriction of d~ to @M coincides with � j@M . Therefore, ~� = � � d~ is therequired (n�2)-form onM that vanishes on @M and whose di�erential is d� = iv�.Thus, v 2 g0. �We leave it to the reader to adjust the above arguments to prove Theorem 7.17.x9. Conservation laws in higher-dimensional hydrodynamicsThe Euler equation of a two-dimensional uid has an in�nite number of conservedquantities (see Section 5). For example, for the standard metric in R2 one has theenstrophy invariantsJk(v) = ZR2 (curl v)k d2x = ZR2 (� )k d2x; for k = 1; 2; : : : ;where  is the \stream function" of the vector �eld v : v1 = �@ =@x2; v2 =@ =@x1.For an ideal uid �lling a three-dimensional simply connected manifold one hasthe helicity (or Hopf) invariant, which expresses the mutual linking of the trajec-tories of the vorticity �eld curl v, and we discuss it in detail in Chapter III. In theEuclidean space R3, it has the formJ(v) = ZR3 (v; curl v) d3x:



46 I. GROUP AND HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES OF FLUID DYNAMICSThis pattern seems to be rather disappointing. One can hardly expect any�rst integrals in the higher-dimensional case (except for the energy, of course |the kinetic energy is always invariant being the Hamiltonian function of the Eulerequation). It turns out, however, that enstrophy-type integrals do exist for alleven-dimensional ideal uid ows, and so do helicity-type integrals for all odd-dimensional ows. First, we formulate the result for a domain in Euclidean space.Theorem 9.1 ([Ser1, Dez] for odd n, [Tar] for even n). The Euler equa-tion (7.1) of an ideal incompressible uid on a Riemannian manifold in a boundeddomain M in Rn has(1) the �rst integral(9.1a) ~I(v) = ZM X(i1:::i2m+1) "i1:::i2m+1vi1!i2i3 : : : !i2mi2m+1if the dimension n is odd: n = 2m+ 1;(2) an in�nite number of independent �rst integrals(9.1b) ~Ik(v) = ZM (det k!ijk)k dnxif the dimension n is even: n = 2m.Here v is the velocity vector �eld of the uid in M , the functions !ij := @vi@xj � @vj@xiare components of the vorticity tensor, det k!ijk is the determinant of the skew-symmetric matrix k!ijk, the summation in (9.1a) goes over all permutations of theset (1 : : : 2m+ 1), and "i1:::i2m+1 is the Kronecker symbol:"i1:::i2m+1 = � 1; if the permutation (i1 : : : i2m+1) of (1 : : : 2m+ 1) is even;�1; if the permutation (i1 : : : i2m+1) of (1 : : : 2m+ 1) is odd:In particular, for n = 2 we get from (9.1b):~Ik(v) = ZM �( @vi@xj � @vj@xi )2�k d2x = ZM �(� )2�k d2x = J2k(v);while for n = 3 the invariant ~I(v) from (9.1a) assumes the form of the helicity J(v):~I(v) = ZM X(i1i2i3) "i1i2i3vi1!i2i3 = J(v):Note that in (9.1b) the parameter k is not necessarily an integer.This theorem follows, practically without calculations, from the de�nition of thecoadjoint action of the di�eomorphisms group when formulated in the invariantand coordinate-free way.De�ne the 1-form u as the inner product with the velocity �eld v in the sense ofthe Riemannian metric on a manifold M :u(�) = (v; �) for all � 2 TxM:



x9. CONSERVATION LAWS IN HIGHER-DIMENSIONAL HYDRODYNAMICS 47Theorem 9.2 ([OKC, KhC]). The Euler equation (7.1) of an ideal incompress-ible uid on a Riemannian manifold Mn (possibly with boundary) with a measureform � has(1) the �rst integral(9.2a) I(v) = ZM u ^ (du)min the case of an arbitrary odd-dimensional manifold M (n = 2m+1); and(2) an in�nite number of functionally independent �rst integrals(9.2b) If (v) = ZM f �(du)m� ��in the case of an arbitrary even-dimensional manifold M (n = 2m),where the 1-form u and the vector �eld v are related by means of the metric on M ,and f : R! R is an arbitrary function of one variable.The fraction (du)m=� for n = 2m is a ratio of two di�erential forms of the high-est degree n. Since the volume form � vanishes nowhere, the ratio is a well-de�nedfunction on M (which may depend on time t). The integral of the function f eval-uated at this ratio gives a generalized momentum (i.e., a weighted volume betweendi�erent level hypersurfaces) of the invariant function (du)m=�. The momenta ~Ikcorrespond to the choice f(z) = z2k. Theorem 9.1 can be obtained from Theorem9.2 by coordinate rewriting of the di�erential 2-form du as the matrix k!ijk.Proof. The trajectories of the Euler equation on g� belong to the coadjointorbits of the group G. This immediately follows from the Hamiltonian formulationof the Euler equation: The trajectories belong to the symplectic leaves of the Lie{Poisson bracket on g�, which are the coadjoint orbits of G.Now the invariance of the functionals I and If along the trajectories follows fromProposition 9.3. The following functionals on g� are invariants of the coad-joint action:(1) in case n = 2m+ 1 I([u]) = ZM u ^ (du)m;(2) in case n = 2m If ([u]) = ZM f � (du)m� ��;



48 I. GROUP AND HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES OF FLUID DYNAMICSwhere f is an arbitrary function of one variable, and [u] 2 
1=d
0 = g� is the cosetof a di�erential 1-form u.Proof of Proposition. The above functionals are well-de�ned on g�, i.e., theydo not depend on the ambiguity in the choice of the representative 1-form u. Indeed,under a change of u to another representative u+dh in the same coset [u] 2 
1=d
0the form du will not be a�ected. Hence, the invariants If rely merely on the coset[u] of the form u, and so does I, since I(u+ dh)� I(u) = R dh ^ (du)m = 0.The coadjoint action of the di�eomorphism group G coincides with the changeof variables (see Theorem 7.5) in 1-forms u (or in the corresponding cosets). Theintegrals I and If are de�ned in a coordinate-free way; hence, they are invariantunder the coadjoint action. This completes the proof of Proposition 9.3, as well asof the two preceding theorems. �Remarks 9.4. A) At �rst glance, it seems that one can generate more in-variants in odd dimensions by considering shear plane-parallel ows of one dimen-sion higher and using the corresponding even-dimensional invariants. However,the reduction from even to odd dimensions does not provide any new integralsdi�erent from (9.2a). The reason is that the invariant (9.2b) for a shear plane-parallel 2m-dimensional ow obtained from a (2m � 1)-dimensional one is trivial:A plane-parallel vector �eld v induces the 2-form du of rank less than 2m, since theadditional direction lies in the kernel of du. This implies that (du)m = 0, and thecorresponding integrals (9.2b) become trivial.B) For a noncompact manifold M (say, for the whole space Rn), we shouldcon�ne ourselves to the class of vector �elds and forms decaying fast enough tomake convergent the above integrals over M .The manifoldM may be multiconnected. In the case of a non-simply connectedmanifoldM , the cohomology class of the 1-form u (or of the coset [u]) correspondingto the vector �eld v is also invariant (cf. [Arn7]). Other examples of �rst integralsof the Euler equation are provided by the number of points or submanifolds in Mwhere the two-form du is degenerate, as well as by the orders of its degeneracythere, and by the invariants of the periodic orbits of the velocity �eld in the three-dimensional case (periods, Floquet multipliers, etc.).See also [Ol, Gur] for a discussion of the symmetries, i.e., in�nitesimal transfor-mations in the jet spaces, preserving the Euler equations for n = 2 and n = 3.A natural by-product of the invariant approach to higher-dimensional hydrody-namics is the following notion of vorticity in n dimensions.



x9. CONSERVATION LAWS IN HIGHER-DIMENSIONAL HYDRODYNAMICS 49Definition 9.5. The vorticity form (or curl ) of a vector �eld v on an n-dimensional manifold M is the 2-form ! = du that is the di�erential of the 1-formu related to v by means of the chosen Riemannian metric. Depending on the parityof the dimension of M , one can associate to the 2-form ! a vorticity function or avorticity vector �eld.On an even-dimensional manifold Mn (n = 2m) the ratio � = (du)m=� is calledthe vorticity function of the �eld v.On an odd-dimensional manifoldMn (n = 2m+1), the 2-form ! = du is alwaysdegenerate, and the vorticity vector �eld is the kernel vector �eld � of the vorticityform !: i�� = !m.Example 9.6. In Euclidean space R2m with standard volume form, the vorticityfunction of a vector �eld v is � =qdet k!ijk;and for n = 2m = 2 it is the standard de�nition of the vorticity functioncurl v = @v1=@x2 � @v2=@x1:In R2m+1 with the Euclidean metric the vorticity �eld � has the coordinates�j = X(j i1:::i2m) "j i1:::i2m!i1i2 : : : !i2m�1i2m ;where "j i1:::i2m is the Kronecker symbol, and the summation is over all permutationsof (1 : : : 2m+1). In R3 this expression gives the classical de�nition of the vorticity�eld � = curl v.Proposition 9.7. The vorticity vector �eld � and the vorticity function � aretransported by the Euler ow on, respectively, odd- or even-dimensional manifolds.Proof. Indeed, the coadjoint action is geometric, and it changes coordinatesin the 2-form du. Thus du is transported by the ow, while the volume form � isinvariant under it. Hence, the vorticity vector �eld and function, de�ned in termsof these two objects, are transported by the incompressible ow as well. �The above statement is based on the Helmholtz evolution equation valid for the2-form ! = du: @!@t = �Lv!. It means that the substantial derivative of ! vanishes,or that this 2-form is transported by the ow.Remark 9.8. The above integrals are invariants of the coadjoint representationof the corresponding Lie groups (the so-called Casimir functions), i.e., they are



50 I. GROUP AND HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES OF FLUID DYNAMICSinvariants of the Hamiltonian equations with respect to the Lie{Poisson structureon g� for an arbitrary choice of the Hamiltonian function. The integrals I([u]) andIf ([u]) do not form a complete set of continuous invariants of coadjoint orbits. Onecan construct parametrized families of orbits with equal values of these functionals,similar to those described in Section 5 for n = 2 and in Chapter III for n = 3. Forinstance, in odd dimensions the ow preserves not only the integral (9.2a) over theentire manifold M , but also the integralsIC(v) = ZC u ^ (du)mover every invariant set C of the vorticity vector �eld for the instantaneous velocityv. This follows immediately from the Stokes formula, applied to such an invariantset, and from the observation that the restriction of (du)m to the boundary of anyinvariant set vanishes.A precise description of the coadjoint orbits for the di�eomorphism groups stillremains an unsolved and intriguing problem. In particular, one may think thatthe closure of a coadjoint orbit for n = 3 could contain an open part of a levelset of the integral I(v) in some topology. Physically, this would mean that in thethree-dimensional case preservation of vorticity is not as restrictive on the particles'permutations realized by the ow as it is in the two-dimensional case.The reason for this conjecture is the following result on local invariants of thecoadjoint orbits (i.e., the local description of isovorticed �elds) in ideal hydrody-namics.Theorem 9.9.(1) The vorticity function � is the only local invariant of the coadjoint orbitsof the group of volume-preserving di�eomorphisms of an even-dimensionalmanifold Mn (n = 2m) at a generic point.(2) For odd-dimensional Mn (n = 2m + 1) there are no local invariants ofthe coadjoint orbits of the group SDi�(Mn); i.e., at a generic point of themanifold the cosets belonging to di�erent coadjoint orbits can be identi�edby means of a volume-preserving di�eomorphism.For instance, in the two-dimensional case n = 2, the set of isovorticed �elds isfully described by their vorticity function curl v = @v1=@x2�@v2=@x1. In the three-dimensional case n = 3, the vorticity vector �eld can be recti�ed in the vicinity ofevery nonzero point by a volume-preserving change of coordinates, and hence hasno local invariants. The coadjoint invariant for the odd-dimensional case, providedby Proposition 9.3(2), has genuine global nature: It expresses the linking of vortextrajectories in the manifold; see Chapter 3.



x9. CONSERVATION LAWS IN HIGHER-DIMENSIONAL HYDRODYNAMICS 51Proof. In the coordinate-free language, the local invariants of the coadjointaction are associated to a coset [u] 2 g� of 1-forms in a small neighborhood ona manifold equipped with a volume form. The local invariants of the coset [u] =fu+ dfg (i.e., a 1-form u up to addition of the function di�erential) are the sameas the local invariants of the 2-form du, since taking the di�erential of the 1-formkills the ambiguity df .Therefore, the problem reduces to the description of invariants of a closed 2-formin the presence of a volume form �, i.e., the form of degree n. If n is even, onecan think of du as a symplectic form. The pair (du; �) has the following invariantfunction associated to them: the symplectic volume � = (du)m=�, where n = 2m.This volume is nothing but the vorticity function. The uniqueness of this invariantin a generic point immediately follows from the Darboux theorem: By a (non-volume-preserving) change of variables the 2-form du transforms to Pi dpi ^ dqi,while the volume form becomes dmp dmq=�(p; q); see [A-G].If n is odd, in a generic point there is no invariant for the pair (du; �). Indeed,a nondegenerate 2-form du again transforms to du = Pmi=1 dpi ^ dqi in R2m+1 =f(p; q; z)g, according to a version of the Darboux theorem. Then by changing thecoordinate z ! z0 = h(p; q) one can reduce the volume form to � = dmp^ dmq ^ dzwithout further changing du. Thus a generic pair (du; �) has a unique canonicalform. �The above theorem does not imply that other invariants that are integrals of localdensities over the ow domain could not exist. We conjecture that there are no newintegral invariants either for the Euler equation or for the coadjoint orbits of thedi�eomorphism groups. The integral invariants of a vector �eld v are functionalsof the form RM f(v) dnx. The density function f is called local if it depends on onlya �nite number of partial derivatives of v.Remark 9.10. The Casimir functions, i.e., invariants of the coadjoint represen-tation, allow one to study the nonlinear stability problems by Routh-type methods(see Chapter II). The information about the orbits can be helpful in the study ofthe Cauchy problem in high-dimensional hydrodynamics. The di�erent numberof invariants in odd and even dimensions apparently indicates that the existencetheorem in odd- and even-dimensional hydrodynamics should require essentiallydi�erent arguments.Instead of writing the Euler equation as an evolution of a coset [u], one canchoose the special 1-form �u for which the action of the ow is geometric. Thiswould allow one to write the invariants in odd dimensions in the same way as forn = 2m, since, say, the ratio �u ^ (d�u)2m=� is transported by the ow for such a



52 I. GROUP AND HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES OF FLUID DYNAMICSchoice of �u. To �nd the corresponding evolution of �u one has actually to solve theEuler equation for the velocity �eld [Ose2, GmF]. Such invariants are similar toLagrangian coordinates of uid particles.Note that the existence of an in�nite series of integrals for a ow of an idealeven-dimensional uid does not imply complete integrability of the correspond-ing hydrodynamic equations. These invariants merely specify the coadjoint orbits(generally speaking, in�nite-dimensional) where the dynamics takes place. For theevolution on the orbit itself we know just the energy integral, while integrabilityrequires speci�cation of an in�nite number of integrals.On the other hand, the Euler hydrodynamic equations in the plane admit �nite-dimensional truncations of arbitrarily large size that turn out to be integrableHamiltonian systems [MuR]. We discuss �nite-dimensional approximations of clas-sical hydrodynamic equations in Section 11. In Section VI.3 we will show howknot theory can be regarded as a part of coadjoint orbit classi�cation for the groupSDi�(M3). Knots correspond to highly degenerate orbits of di�erential 2-formssupported on curves in a three-dimensional manifold M . Knot invariants withrespect to isotopies become Casimir invariants for such degenerate orbits.x10. The group setting of ideal magnetohydrodynamicsMagnetic �elds in perfectly conducting plasma or magma are among the mainobjects of study in astrophysics and geophysics. In the idealized setting, an inviscidincompressible uid obeying hydrodynamical principles transports a magnetic �eld.In turn, the medium itself experiences a reciprocal inuence of the magnetic �eld.The evolution is described by the corresponding system of Maxwell's equations.10.A. Equations of magnetohydrodynamics and the Kirchho� equa-tions.Definition 10.1. We assume �rst that an electrically conducting uid �lls somedomainM of the Euclidean three-dimensional space R3. The uid is supposed to beincompressible with respect to the standard volume form � = d3x, and it transportsa divergence-free magnetic �eld B. Then, the evolution of the �eld B and of theuid velocity �eld v is described by the system of ideal magnetohydrodynamics(MHD) equations(10.1) 8><>: @v@t = �(v;r)v + (curl B)�B�rp;@B@t = �fv;Bg;div B = div v = 0:



x10. THE GROUP SETTING OF IDEAL MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS 53Here the second equation is the de�nition of the \frozenness" of the magnetic �eldB into the medium, and f ; g denotes the Poisson bracket of two vector �elds.In the �rst equation the pressure term rp is uniquely de�ned by the conditiondiv @v=@t = 0, just as it is for the Euler equation in ideal hydrodynamics. Theterm (curl B) � B represents the Lorentz force. On a unit charge moving withvelocity j in the magnetic �eld B there acts the Lorentz force j�B. On the otherhand, the electrical current �eld j is equal to curlB=4� according to Maxwell'sequation [Max]. The coe�cients in Equation (10.1) are normalized by a suitablechoice of units.The total energy E of the MHD system is the sum of the kinetic and magneticenergy:(10.2) E := 12 hv; vi+ 12 hB;Bi:Remark 10.2. One can view the Kirchho� equations [Kir](10.3) � _p = p� !;_m =m� ! + p � ufor a rigid body moving in a uid as a �nite-dimensional analogue of the magne-tohydrodynamics (just as the classical rigid body with a �xed point is analogousto the ideal uid dynamics); see [V-D, DKN]. The uid is ideal, incompressible,and at rest at in�nity, and the uid motion itself is supposed to be potential. Theenergy of a body in a uid is(10.4) H = 12 �X aim2i +X bij (pimj +mipj) +X cijpipj� :The variables m and p are the total angular momentum and the vector momentumof the body{uid system in a moving coordinate system rigidly attached to thebody; ui = @H=@pi; !i = @H=@mi. The energy is quadratic in m; p, it is assumedto be positive; and it de�nes a Riemannian metric on the group E(3) of all motionsin three-dimensional Euclidean space.In the case of magnetohydrodynamics the total energy is to be considered asthe Riemannian metric on the con�guration space, which is the semidirect productof the di�eomorphism group SDi�(M) and the dual space g� = 
1(M)=d
0(M).This space and metric are de�ned below.10.B. Magnetic extension of any Lie group. Consider the following exam-ple: the one-dimensional Lie group G of all dilations of a real line x 7! bx. Thecomposition of two dilations with factors b1 and b2 de�nes the dilation with the



54 I. GROUP AND HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES OF FLUID DYNAMICSfactor b1b2. We will call the two-dimensional group F of all a�ne transformationsof the line x 7! a+bx the magnetic extension of the groupG. Now, the compositionof two a�ne transformations x 7! a1 + b1x and x 7! a2 + b2x sends every point xto the point a2 + b2(a1 + b1x) = (a2 + a1b2) + (b1b2)x:Hence the group multiplications of the pairs (a; b) that constitute the magneticextension group F , is (a2; b2) � (a1; b1) = (a2 + a1b2; b1b2);see also Section IV.1.A. The general description of magnetic extensions below canbe regarded as a group formalization of this construction.Let G be an arbitrary Lie group. We associate to this group a new one, calledthe magnetic extension of the group G, in the following way. The elements of thenew group are naturally identi�ed with all points of the phase space T �G whosecon�guration space is G.The group G acts naturally on itself by left translations, as well as by right ones.The left and right shifts commute with each other. Hence, right-invariant vector(or covector) �elds are taken to right-invariant ones under left translations, whileleft-invariant �elds are sent to left-invariant ones by right translations.Extend every covector on G, i.e., an element �g of the cotangent bundle T �Gat g 2 G, to the right-invariant section (covector �eld) � on the group. De�ne theaction of this covector �g on the phase space T �G as follows. First add to everycovector in T �G at h the value of the right-invariant section � at h. Then applythe left shift of the entire phase space T �G by g (Fig.8).Theorem 10.3. The result of two consecutive applications of two cotangentvectors of the group coincides with the action of a new cotangent vector. Thiscomposition makes the space T �G into a Lie group.Proof. The composition of two left shifts on a group is a left shift as well. Theoperator T2 of addition of the second right-invariant covector �eld after the �rstleft shift L1 coincides with the addition T1 of another right-invariant covector �eldpreceding the �rst left shift. Namely, the new covector �eld is the image of thesecond covector �eld under the action of the inverse L�11 of the �rst left shift L1:L2T2L1T1 = L2L1 ~T2T1;where ~T2 = L�11 T2L1. The sum of this new �eld with the �rst right-invariant �eldis the right-invariant covector �eld that is to be added to each covector of T �G
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eFigure 8. The cotangent bundle T �G turns into a Lie group.before the left translation{composition to obtain the result of the two consecutiveapplications of two cotangent vectors. �Note that a right-invariant �eld is determined by its value at the group identity.Hence, the phase space T �G is di�eomorphic to the direct product G � g� of thegroup G and of the dual space g� to its Lie algebra (the cotangent bundle of anyLie group is naturally trivialized). However, the group T �G constructed above isnot the direct product of the group G and the commutative group g�.Consider a group element ( ; b) 2 T �G, i.e., the composition of the addition ofa right-invariant �eld whose value at the group identity is some covector b followedby the left shift by  , and similarly, another element (�; a) 2 T �G.Theorem 10.30. The composition of ( ; b) followed by (�; a) is the left shift by� �  preceded by adding the right-invariant �eld whose value at the identity is thecovector Ad� a + b.Proof. The left translation by  �1 of the right-invariant �eld generated by aat the identity is the right-invariant �eld whose value at the identity isL� R� �1a = (R �1L )�a = (Ad )�a: �Definition 10.4. The magnetic extension F = Gng� of a group G is the groupof pairs f(�; a)�� � 2 G; a 2 g�g with the following group multiplication between



56 I. GROUP AND HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES OF FLUID DYNAMICSthe pairs:(10.5) (�; a) � ( ; b) = (� �  ;Ad� a + b):The de�nition of the Lie algebra corresponding to the magnetic extension Ffollows immediately.Definition 10.5. The Lie algebra f = g n g�, corresponding to the (magneticextension) group F = G n g�, is the vector space of pairs (v 2 g; a 2 g�) endowedwith the following Lie bracket:(10.6) [(v; a); (w; b)] = ([v;w]; ad�wa � ad�vb);where [v;w] is the commutator of the elements v and w in the Lie algebra g itself,and ad�wa is the coadjoint action of the algebra g on its dual space g�.The magnetic extension is a particular case of notion of a semidirect product ofa Lie group G, or a Lie algebra g, by a vector space V , where this group or algebraacts. In the general situation the operators Ad and ad of the coadjoint action in(10.5{6) are to be replaced by the action of the corresponding group or algebraelements on the vector space V ; see Section VI.2 and [MRW].Example 10.6. The symmetry group E(3) of a rigid body in a uid is themagnetic extension E(3) = SO(3) nR3 of the group SO(3) of all rotations of thethree-dimensional space by the dual space so(3) = R3. As we shall see in the nextSection, the Kirchho� equations (10.3) describe the geodesics on this group E(3)with respect to the left-invariant metric de�ned by the energy E from (10.2).Example 10.7. The con�guration space of magnetohydrodynamics is the mag-netic extension F = SDi�(M) n (
1=d
0) of the group G = SDi�(M) of volume-preserving di�eomorphisms of a manifold M and of the corresponding dual spaceg� = 
1=d
0. The group coadjoint action Ad� a =  �a in (10.5) is the change ofcoordinates by the di�eomorphism  in the coset a of 1-forms. The correspondingoperator ad in (10.6) of the coadjoint action of the Lie algebra is the Lie derivativeoperator on the cosets: ad�wa = Lwa.The MHD equations (10.1) are the geodesic equations on the group F withrespect to the right-invariant metric de�ned by the magnetic energy E (10.4); seeTheorem 10.9 below.Remark 10.8. The above de�nitions can be applied to any manifold M (of ar-bitrary dimension) equipped with a volume form. Correspondingly, one can de�ne



x10. THE GROUP SETTING OF IDEAL MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS 57the equations of magnetohydrodynamics on the manifold once one speci�es a Rie-mannian metric on M whose volume element is the given volume form. The onlyoperation that has not yet been speci�ed in the general setting is the cross product,and this can be done using the isomorphism � of k- and (n � k)-polyvector �eldsinduced by the metric on a manifold M of any dimension n [DFN]. We refer to[M-W, KhC] for generalizations of the MHD formalism to other dimensions.Notice also that in the two-dimensional case one has two options for generaliza-tions of equations (10.1): The magnetic �eld B can be regarded as a divergence-freevector �eld, or, alternatively, as a closed two-form onM . The latter is the same as afunction on the two-dimensional manifold M . According to these two possibilities,one has two di�erent systems of equations (see, e.g., the Hamiltonian formulationsof MHD presented in [MoG, H-K, ZeK, Ze2]).10.C Hamiltonian formulation of the Kirchho� and magnetohydrody-namics equations.Theorem 10.9 [V-D, MRW].(1) The equations of the magnetic hydrodynamics (10.1) are Hamiltonian equa-tions on the space f� dual to the Lie algebra f = SVect(M) n (
1=d
0)(2) The Kirchho� equations (10.3) are Hamiltonian equations on the space e(3)�dual to the Lie algebra e(3) = so(3) nR3relative to the standard Lie{Poisson bracket. The Hamiltonian functions are thequadratic forms on the dual spaces de�ned by the total energy �E or H (formulas(10.2) and (10.4), respectively).Proof. Consider the MHD system in three dimensions. The dual Lie algebraf� of the magnetic extension F as a set of pairs is f� = f([u];B)j [u] 2 g� =
1=d
0; B 2 g = SVect(M)g. The explicit formula for the coadjoint action of theLie algebra f on its dual space f� is(10.7) ad�(v;[�])([u];B) = (Lv[u]�LB[�];�LvB):Here �LvB = fv;Bg is the Poisson bracket of the two vector �elds.The Riemannian metric on M de�nes the isomorphism A : g ! g� betweenthe space g = SVect(M) of divergence-free vector �elds and the dual space g� =
1=d
0; see Section 7. It induces the inner product on the magnetic extensionalgebra f, as well as on its dual space f�. The corresponding quadratic form of theenergy E on f� is E([u];B) = 12 h[u]; A�1[u]i+ 12 hB; A(B)i:



58 I. GROUP AND HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES OF FLUID DYNAMICSThus the Euler equation on f� with the Hamiltonian function �E, i.e., the geodesicequation for the corresponding right-invariant metric on the group F , is(10.8) ( @[u]@t = �Lv[u] + LB[b];@B@t = �fv;Bg;where the vector �eld v and the coset [b] are, respectively, related to the coset [u]and the magnetic vector �eld B by means of the inertia operator:v = A�1[u]; [b] = A(B):Equations (10.1) are equivalent to their intrinsic form (10.8), as the followingstatement shows.Lemma 10.10. The operator A�1 of the Riemannian identi�cation of divergence-free vector �elds and the cosets of 1-forms on the manifold M takes the coset LB[b](i.e., LBA(B)) to the �eld curl B�B, provided that the volume form � is de�nedby the Riemannian volume element on M .The veri�cation of the latter in a local coordinate system is straightforward. �Corollary 10.11. The inner productJ(v;B) = ZM (v;B) �of the uid velocity and the evolved magnetic �eld is the �rst integral of the motionde�ned by the MHD Equation (10.1).A way to prove this statement is to di�erentiate the quantity J along the vector�eld given by (10.1). It is, however, a consequence of the following, more general,observation.Corollary 10.110 [V-D]. Let G be a Lie group, and g its Lie algebra. Thenthe quadratic form J(u;�) = hu;�i;on the dual space f� = f(u; �)j u 2 g�; � 2 gg of the magnetic Lie algebra f = gng�is an invariant of the coadjoint representation of the Lie group F = G n g�. Herehu;�i stands for the pairing of two elements of the dual spaces g and g�.Proof. The invariance of the quadratic form J is veri�ed by direct calculationusing the operators of coadjoint action of the group F .



x11. FINITE-DIMENSIONAL APPROXIMATIONS OF THE EULER EQUATION 59Applying it to the MHD group F = SDi�(M) n 
1=d
0, we prove the invari-ance of J(v;B) on the coadjoint orbits of F . The conservation of J(v;B) on thetrajectories of (10.1) follows from the Hamiltonian formulation of the equations:The trajectories are tangent to the coadjoint orbits of the group F . �Remark 10.12. The quadratic form J(v;B) = RM u(B)� (called cross helicity)has a simple topological meaning, being the asymptotic linking number of thetrajectories of the magnetic �eld B with the trajectories of the vorticity �eld curl v.It is similar to the total helicity of an ideal uid (which measures the asymptoticmutual linking of the trajectories of the uid vorticity �eld) or the magnetic helicity(measuring the linking of magnetic lines); see Chapter III.The vorticity �eld of an ideal incompressible uid is transported (convected) bythe uid ow, and topological invariants of the �eld are preserved in time. However,unlike the helicity in hydrodynamics, the conservation of the mutual linking betweenthe magnetic and vorticity �elds in MHD ow is somewhat unexpected, since curl vin magnetohydrodynamics is not frozen (in contrast to the magnetic �eld B). Theevolution changes the �eld v (and hence curl v as well) by some additive summand,which depends on B, but it turns out that the mutual linking of the vorticity �eldcurl v and the magnetic �eld B is preserved (see [VlM] for more detail).It would be of special interest to �nd a description of Casimir functions formagnetohydrodynamics. In particular, one wonders whether there exists an MHDanalogue of the complete classi�cation of local invariants of the coadjoint action forideal hydrodynamics (Theorem 9.9) and what are the integral invariants de�ned bylocal densities.x11. Finite-dimensional approximations of the Euler equationThe e�ort to give a comprehensive �nite-dimensional picture of hydrodynamicalprocesses has a long history: Any attempt to model the Euler equation numericallyleads to some kind of truncation of the continuous structure of the equation in favorof a discrete analogue.According to the main line of this book, we will concentrate on the methodspreserving the Hamiltonian structure of the Euler equation and will leave asidenumerous (and equally fruitful) methods related to di�erence schemes or to se-ries expansions of the solutions. We discuss the Galerkin-type approximations forsolutions of the Navier{Stokes equation in the next section.11.A. Approximations by vortex systems in the plane. For numerical



60 I. GROUP AND HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES OF FLUID DYNAMICSpurposes one usually starts with the Euler equation written in the Helmholtz form(11.1) _w = �fv;wg;which describes the evolution of the vorticity �eldw = curl v frozen into a ow withvelocity v, and in which fv;wg stands for the Poisson bracket of two divergence-freevector �elds v and w.For a two-dimensional incompressible ow in a domain ofD � R2, the right-handside of the equation is the Poisson bracket of the stream function  and vorticityfunction ! = � of the vector �eld v = sgrad  :(11.2) _! = �f ;!g;where vx = �@ =@y; vy = @ =@x, and f ;!g = @ @x @!@y � @ @y @!@x : Indeed, �fv;wg =Lvw for any vector �eld w. For a plane velocity �eld v = (v1; v2; 0), the vorticityis a function (the third component of the vorticity �eld w = (0; 0; !)), and Lvw =(0; 0;�Lv!) (vector �elds are transported forward, but functions are transportedbackward). Finally, we transform Equation (11.1) to Equation (11.2) by applyingthe de�nition of the Hamiltonian (or stream) function  for the �eld v : �Lv! =�f ;!g.The �rst approximation scheme we discuss for this equation goes back to Helmholtz.It replaces a smooth vorticity function ! in D � R2 by a collection of vortices, i.e.,by a vorticity distribution supported at a �nite number of points in D. Note thatthis scheme is also applied to a vorticity �eld in R3, where a smooth �eld is ap-proximated by a singular one supported on a �nite number of straight lines.As we shall see, the motion of such isolated vortices is governed by a Hamil-tonian system of ordinary di�erential equations. The corresponding Hamiltonianfunction is the logarithmic potential, i.e., a linear combination of the logarithmsof the distances between the vortices (coe�cients being the products of the vortexintensities).Consider N vortices with circulations (i.e., the velocity circulation around thevortex) ki; i = 1; : : : ;N , in the plane R2. Then the vorticity at any momentwill be concentrated at N points, and the circulations at each of them will remainconstant forever. Denote the (Cartesian) coordinates of the vortices in the plane byzi := (xi; yi); i = 1; : : : ;N . It is convenient to write down the evolution of vorticesas a dynamical system in the con�guration space for the N-vortex system, the spaceR2N with coordinates (x1; y1; : : : ; xN ; yN ) and symplectic structureP ki dyi ^ dxi.



x11. FINITE-DIMENSIONAL APPROXIMATIONS OF THE EULER EQUATION 61Proposition 11.1 (see, e.g., [Kir]). The vortex evolution is then given by thefollowing system of Hamiltonian canonical equations:(11.3) ( ki _xi = @H@yi ;ki _yi = � @H@xi ;1 � i � N , where the Hamiltonian function H isH = � 1�Xi<j kikj ln jzi � zj j;and jz � zij =p(x � xi)2 + (y � yi)2.Proof. On the plane, the vorticity function ! describing a point vortex systemhas the form of a linear combination of the �-functions:!(z) = NXi=1 ki �(z � zi):To derive the equation of vortex evolution we �rst �nd the corresponding streamfunction  such that � = !. Our choice of the vorticity ! implies that thestream function is the linear combination of the fundamental solutions of the two-dimensional Laplace equation (z) = 12� NXi=1 ki ln jz � zij(plus any harmonic function, which is assumed to be zero due to the vanishingboundary conditions at in�nity of R2).By substituting these explicit expressions for !(z) and  (z) into the Euler equa-tion (11.2), we obtain that every vortex will evolve according to the following law:kj _zj = sgrad��z=zj  (z) = 12� NXi=1; i 6=j ki sgrad��z=zj (ln jz � zij):The function  (z) has a singularity at zj , but this does not a�ect the motion ofthis vortex. This is why we can subtract the contribution of the vortex inuenceon itself when writing its evolution equation.Rewritten in (xi; yi)-coordinates, the latter gives us the required Hamiltoniansystem (11.3). �According to Helmholtz [Helm], in the case of N = 2, the two vortices rotateuniformly in the plane R2 about their common \mass center" (or rather \center



62 I. GROUP AND HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES OF FLUID DYNAMICSof vorticity") z = (k1z1 + k2z2)=(k1 + k2). In particular, if the circulations k1 andk2 are of the same sign, then the \mass center" is situated between the vortices,while if they are of opposite signs, then the \mass center" lies on the continuationof the line joining the vortices. If k1 = �k2, then the point vortices travel withequal velocity in parallel directions perpendicular to the line joining them.The three-vortex problem (N = 3) also turns out to be integrable (unlike theclassical three-body problem of gravitating mass points; see, e.g., [Poi1, Poi3]). Thishas already been pointed out by Kirchho� [Kir] and illuminated in the dissertationof Gr�obli [Gr�o], where one can �nd equations for evolution of the sides of the vortextriangle and explicit formulas for several special cases. An elaborate treatment ofthe history of the problem of three vortices can be found in [ART]. The motion ofthree point vortices on a sphere is considered in [KiN]. See also [Brd, BFS] for thestatistical mechanics approach and [NewP] for the application of the Hannay{Berryphase (Section IV.1) to this problem.11.B. Nonintegrability of four or more point vortices. For a general N ,the Hamiltonian equations of motion (11.3) have the following four �rst integrals:I1 = H; I2 = NXi=1 kixi; I3 = NXi=1 kiyi; I4 = NXi=1 ki(x2i + y2i ):However, these integrals are not in involution; that is, their Poisson brackets arenot zero, and the system with four vortices is, generally speaking, nonintegrable[Zig1]. More precisely, the following statement holds.Let M5 be the (�ve-dimensional) manifold of all nonsingular con�gurations offour vortices (i.e., zi 6= zj if i 6= j). This manifold is the quotient of all orderedquadruples of points in R2 over the three-dimensional group E(2) of all motions ofthe plane. The quotient M5 is a smooth manifold, since the group E(2) acts onthe set of ordered quadruples without �xed points.Theorem 11.2 ([Zig1]). For su�ciently small � > 0, the dynamical system offour vortices with circulations jki�1j < �; i = 1; 2; 3; jk4j < �, has no analytic �rstintegral in M5 functionally independent ofH = � 1�Xi<j kikj ln jzi � zj j and F =Xi<j kikj jzi � zj j2:Remark 11.3. Chaotic behavior of systems with four vortices was alreadyhinted at by Poincar�e in [Poi1]. Numerical evidence of it was discussed by E. Novikov[NovE].



x11. FINITE-DIMENSIONAL APPROXIMATIONS OF THE EULER EQUATION 63In spite of the fact that the 4-vortex system is generally nonintegrable, the KAMtheory guarantees that for any number of vortices there is a set of positive measurein the space of initial conditions for which the motion is quasiperiodic [Kha]. Suchvortex con�gurations are organized in the following way: The set of all vorticesis split into several groups such that the distances between the groups are muchgreater than those between the vortices in the groups. In this case the vortexgroups interact approximately as single vortices possessing the total circulation.The actual vortex motion is obtained as a superposition of the group motion andthe independent vortex motion within the groups.11.C. Hamiltonian vortex approximations in three dimensions. Just asthe vorticity function can be approximated by a collection of point vortices, thevorticity vector �eld B in R3 can be taken to be supported on (several) curves.Note that the corresponding closed two-form ! = iB�, which is the result ofcontraction of the �eld B with the volume form � in R3, is assumed to be a �-typedi�erential form, or \current" in the sense of De Rham [DeR]. For the �-two-formsupported on a curve in R3, the integral over any two-dimensional surface is thealgebraic number of intersections of this surface with the supporting curve.The Euler equation (11.1) de�nes the evolution law for the vortex curves. Unlikethe case of a two-dimensional uid, the dynamics of such curves still constitute anin�nite-dimensional system, though of \much smaller dimension" than the originalequation on a smooth vorticity �eld. The position of every vortex curve is de�nedby three functions of one variable, while each component of a generic vorticity �eldin R3 is a function of three variables.The dynamics of one smooth vortex curve in R3 is mathematically very interest-ing. The �rst approximation of the vortex motion, where only \local" interaction isconsidered, turns out to be a completely integrable system. It is known in variouscontexts under di�erent names: �lament equation, ferromagnetic equation, non-linear Schr�odinger equation, Landau{Lifschitz equation for the group SO(3), theBetchov{Da Rios equation, etc. (see the discussion of relations between them inSection VI.3).The inclusion of the second, already nonlocal, term into the approximationbreaks the integrability (see [KlM]).A more straightforward �nite-dimensional model of the Euler equation in threedimensions is an approximation of the velocity and vorticity functions at a �nitenumber of points; see [But, Ose2]. The Clebsch variables provide another way todeal with the canonical Hamiltonian structure in calculations. They are de�ned on



64 I. GROUP AND HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES OF FLUID DYNAMICSthe space that is twice as big as the space of all divergence-free vector �elds (or itsdual); see [M-W, Zak] and Section VI.2.11.D. Finite-dimensional approximations of di�eomorphism groups. Sofar, we have been dealing with �nite-dimensional models for hydrodynamical sys-tems. However, in a number of two-dimensional cases, the entire group structurebehind the uid dynamics can, in some sense, be approximated as well.Consider an incompressible uid on a two-dimensional torus T 2 whose con�g-uration space is the group SDi� (T 2) of area-preserving (or symplectic) di�eo-morphisms of T 2. We show below (following [FZ, FFZ]) that this group can be\approximated" by the groups SU(n) as n ! 1. More precisely, the Lie algebraSVect (T 2) admits a continuous deformation known as the family of so-called sine-algebras. The latter are in�nite-dimensional algebras, and for integral values of theparameter, the �nite-dimensional truncations of them turn out to be exactly thealgebras su(n). The limit of the dual spaces \respects" the Poisson brackets andthe structure of Casimir functions, and has been successfully used to approximatethe Euler equation in a Hamiltonian way; see [Ze1].For a two-dimensional torus T 2 = f(x1; x2) mod 2�g, we consider the Lie alge-bra S0Vect(T 2) of all divergence-free vector �elds on the torus with single-valuedstream functions. The ows generated by those vector �elds \do not shift" thetotal uid mass. Such stream functions can be assumed to have zero mean. Wecomplexify our Lie algebra, commutator [ ; ], and other operations, and then choosea basis Lk in the form of Fourier exponents ei(k;x); k = (k1; k2) 2 Z2 n 0, whosevalue at a point (x1; x2) is exp (i(x1k1 + x2k2)).The commutators of the basis elements Lk in the Lie algebra S0Vect(T 2) are(11.4) [Lk; L`] = (k � `) Lk+`;where k� ` = k1`2 � k2`1 is the (oriented) area of the parallelogram spanned by kand `; see [Arn16] and Section IV.3.On the other hand, the commutation relations in the algebras sl(n; C ) \approx-imate" those in (11.4) as n!1 in the following sense (see [FFZ]). Fix some oddn and consider the following two matrices in sl(n; C ):F = diag (1; "; : : : ; "n�1) and H =0BBBBB@ 0 1 0 0.. . . . . 0... . . . . . .0 . . . 11 0 : : : 01CCCCCA ;



x11. FINITE-DIMENSIONAL APPROXIMATIONS OF THE EULER EQUATION 65where " is a primitive nth root of unity and may be taken as, e.g., " = exp (�4�i=n).The matrices obey the identities HF = "FH and Fn = Hn = 1.De�ne n2 � 1 matrices Jk; k = (k1; k2) 2Z�Z( mod n) and (k1; k2) 6= (0; 0)( mod n) by setting J(k1;k2) = "k1�k2=2F k1Hk2 :Proposition 11.4. The matrices Jk have zero trace and span the algebra sl(n; C )with the following commutation relations:(11.5) [Jk; J`] = 2i � sin�2�(k � `)n �Jk+`:Proof is an easy calculation. Note that the set of Jk's is closed under compo-sition and inversion:JkJ` = "�(k�`)=2Jk+` and J�1(k1;k2) = J(�k1;�k2);and all these matrices have determinant equal to 1. �As n ! 1 this algebra turns into the algebra S0Vect(T 2) of divergence-freevector �elds on the torus, with the generators Lk and the relations (11.4) throughthe identi�cation (n=4�i) Jk 7! Lk.The Euler equation (11.2) on the torus can be approximated by making use ofthis limit of algebras. First, write (11.2) in terms of the Fourier components of thevorticity ! =Pm !mei(m;x):(11.6) _!m =Xk (m� k)k2 !k !m�k:More generally, we recall that the Euler equation corresponding to a Lie algebrawith structure constants Ckim and the inertia tensor aik in coordinates f !i g hasthe form(11.7) _!m = Xk;l;pakpC lmp!k !lon the dual Lie algebra, where akp is the inverse inertia tensor (see Section 4). TheEuler equation (11.6) for the ideal uid on the torus is reproduced from the latterby setting(11.8) C lmp = (p�m) �m+p�l;0 and akp = 1k2 �k+p;0;



66 I. GROUP AND HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES OF FLUID DYNAMICSwith all indices belonging to (Z�Z) n (0; 0).The sl(n)-approximations of the divergence-free vector �elds on T 2 prompt theintroduction a new dynamical system with the structure constantsC lmp = n2� sin�2�(p�m)n � �m+p�l;0;with the same metric akp as in (11.8), and where all index components are nowconsidered modulo n. By imposing a reality condition !�m = �!m, one obtainsthe approximation of the Euler hydrodynamic equation (11.6) on the torus bydynamical systems (11.7) on the algebras su(n); see [Ze1].Remark 11.5 [Ze1]. The above limit of Lie algebras sl(n) ! S0Vect(T 2) asn ! 1 respects the structure of Casimir functions on the corresponding spaces.For a given n the algebra sl(n) = fA 2 Mat (n; C ) j trA = 0g (or its real form su(n))admits n � 1 functionally independent Casimir functions, i.e., functions constanton the orbits of the (co)adjoint action:tr A2; tr A3; : : : ; tr An:In the limit these invariants become the momenta of the corresponding vorticityfunctions ZT2 !2 �; ZT2 !3 �; : : : ;ZT2 !n �; : : :(where � = d2x is the standard area form on the torus), providing an in�nitenumber of Casimirs for the area-preserving di�eomorphism group, and for the two-dimensional Euler equation. On the other hand, in three-dimensional ideal hy-drodynamics there is essentially one analytic expression (helicity) for a conservedquantity of Casimir type, which makes the prospects for a reliable group approxi-mation of the 3D uid motion rather hopeless.The in�nite-dimensional counterpart of the integrable Euler equation of an n-dimensional rigid body (see [Man], or Section VI.1.B) was obtained in [War] byconsidering the limit of the algebras so(n) as n ! 1. For the Euler equation onthe 2D sphere, an interesting model involving the rich representation theory of thedodecahedral group has been studied in [VshS].Remark 11.6. The algebra (11.5) is the nonextended part (also called the \cy-clotomic family") of an in�nite-dimensional sine-algebra [Hop, FFZ, FZ] with anin�nite number of generators Jk; k = (k1; k2) 2 Z�Zand (k1; k2) 6= (0; 0), andthe commutation relations[Jk; J`] = 2i � sin�2�(k � `)� �Jk+` + (a � k) �k+`;0:



x12. THE NAVIER{STOKES EQUATION FROM THE GROUP VIEWPOINT 67Here the constant � is not necessarily an integer, but it is now an arbitrary complexnumber; a = (a1; a2) is a �xed plane vector; the notation �k+`;0 stands for 1 ifk = �` and 0 otherwise; and (a � k) := a1k1 + a2k2. The term (a � k) �k+`;0de�nes a nontrivial extension of the sine-algebra. We refer to [FFZ, Rog, KLR]for the de�nition and discussion of such extensions. Here we merely mention thatin the limit � ! 1, after a suitable renormalization, this extension correspondsto introducing multivalued (nonperiodic) stream functions x1 or x2 on the torusT 2 = f(x1; x2) mod 2�g whose ows are univalued periodic vector �elds on T 2.The recent interest in the sine-algebras is not only due to their hydrodynamicalapplications. Viewed as deformations of the Poisson algebra of functions on a two-dimensional torus, they are related to the Moyal product of functions on a linearsymplectic space R2n [Moy], the algebras of di�erential and pseudodi�erential op-erators of one and several variables, the algebra of q-analogues of pseudodi�erentialoperators [KLR], and the algebras with continuum root systems [SaV].x12. The Navier{Stokes equation from the group viewpointThe Euler equation of ideal hydrodynamics,_v = �(v;r)v �rp (or _! = �fv; !g; ! = curl v );is related to the Navier{Stokes equation of a viscous uid,_v = �(v;r)v �rp+ f + ��v (or _! = �fv; !g+ curl f + ��! );in the same way as the classical Euler equation of a rigid body,_m =m� !;is associated to a more general equation, involving friction and external angularmomentum,(12.1) _m = m� ! + F � �m:Here the \friction operator" � is symmetric and positive de�nite. The distributedmass force f , which appeared in the Navier{Stokes equation, is similar to the ex-ternal angular momentum F , and it is the origin of the uid motion. The viscousfriction ��v is analogous to the term ��m in (12.1) slowing the rigid body motion.



68 I. GROUP AND HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES OF FLUID DYNAMICSThe similarity becomes especially noticeable if one (following V.I. Yudovich,1962) rewrites the equations in components in the eigenbasis of the friction operator.For example, for the Navier{Stokes equation with periodic boundary conditions onecan expand the vorticity �eld and the force f into the ordinary Fourier series. Theequations in both of the cases have the following form:(12.2) _xi =X aijkxjxk +X fi � �ixi:In practice, one usually considers a Galerkin approximation in which only a �nitenumber of terms is kept.The �rst term corresponds to the Euler equation and describes the inertia mo-tion. It follows from the properties of the Euler equation that the divergence ofthis term is equal to zero. Furthermore, the Euler equation of an ideal uid inany dimension, as well as that of a rigid body, has a quadratic positive de�nite�rst integral, the kinetic energy. Therefore, for f = � = 0 the vector �eld on theright-hand side of Equation (12.2) is tangent to certain ellipsoids centered at theorigin. This implies that during the evolution de�ned by this equation, at least inthe �nite-dimensional situation, there is neither growth nor decay of solutions (inthe energy metric).The term corresponding to the friction dominates over the constant \pumping"f when considered su�ciently far away from the origin. Hence, in that remoteregion, the motion is directed towards the origin, and an in�nite growth of solutionsis impossible (provided that the problem is �nite-dimensional).Since the \pumping" f pushes a phase point out of any neighborhood of theorigin, while the friction returns it from a distance, a motion in the system of arigid body (12.1) approaches an intermediate regime-attractor. For instance, thisattractor can be a stable stagnation point or a periodic motion, while for su�cientlyhigh dimension of the phase space it can appear to be a \chaotic" motion sensitiveto the initial condition.If the friction (or viscosity) coe�cient � is high enough, then the attractor willnecessarily be a stable equilibrium position. While the parameter � decreases (i.e.,the reciprocal parameter, the Reynolds number Re := 1=�, increases), bifurcationsof the equilibrium are possible, and the attractor can become a periodic motionand later a \stochastic" one.The hypothesis that this mechanism is responsible for the phenomenon of tur-bulenization of a uid motion for large Reynolds numbers has been suggested bymany authors. In particular, in the Spring of 1965 A.N. Kolmogorov spelled it outat a meeting of the Moscow Mathematical Society, during a discussion of the talk



x12. THE NAVIER{STOKES EQUATION FROM THE GROUP VIEWPOINT 69by N.N. Brushlinskaya on bifurcations in Equation (12.1) [Bru]. Also in 1965, the�rst author, in his talk on this theory in R. Thom's seminar at IHES, formulatedthe conjecture that negativity of curvatures of the di�eomorphism group impliesinstability of uid motion for the Euler dynamics, as well as for the correspondingattractors in the Navier{Stokes equation (see [Arn11,18]).To normalize the attractor, A.N. Kolmogorov suggested considering the \pump-ing" proportional to the same small parameter � as viscosity, and he formulatedthe following two conjectures for the latter case.(1) The weak conjecture: The maximum of the dimensions of minimal attrac-tors2 in the phase space of the Navier{Stokes equations (as well as of theirGalerkin approximations (12.2)) grows along with the Reynolds numberRe = 1=�.(2) The strong conjecture: Not only the maximum, but also the minimum ofthe dimensions of the minimal attractors mentioned above increases withRe.Both of these hypotheses, with respect to two-dimensional, as well as three-dimensionalhydrodynamics, still remain open.In 1963 E. Lorenz [Lor] studied the following system in the three-dimensionalphase space, 8><>: _x = �10x + 10y;_y = rx � y � xz;_z = �83z + xy;and numerically discovered an attractor with exponentially unstable motion alongit for r = 28. This phenomenon has been called a strange attractor, and later it wasinvestigated in many numerical{analytical, as well as theoretical, papers (e.g., seereferences in [PSS]). The above system exhibits varied and interesting properties fordi�erent r. For instance, as the parameter r decreases from 100.795 to 99.524 oneobserves an in�nite sequence of bifurcations of period doubling of a stable periodicorbit, analogous to the successive period doublings in the Feigenbaum family ofmaps of a segment.It is interesting to observe that though the Lorenz model is similar to the Galerkinapproximations of the Navier{Stokes equations (12.2), there is a noticeable distinc-tion.For the Galerkin system (12.2) the domain where the energy grows is boundedby some ellipsoid in the phase space. Outside of that ellipsoid the energy decreases,and a phase point starts returning to the origin.2An attractor is called a minimal attractor if it does not contain smaller attractors.



70 I. GROUP AND HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES OF FLUID DYNAMICSFor the Lorenz system, the role of energy is played by a nonhomogeneous qua-dratic function. The instability in the Lorenz model is apparently stronger thanin the Kolmogorov one. One can check how the motion along the Lorenz strangeattractor sensitively depends on the initial conditions, while for the Kolmogorovmodel it remains a conjecture. It is proven only that a stationary ow indeed losesstability as the Reynolds number increases. The case of the sine pro�le (sin y) @=@xof the exterior force on a two-dimensional torus has been settled in [MSi]. Thebifurcations in the Kolmogorov model has been studied by Yudovich, who provedthe existence of a secondary regime, as well as the long-wave instability of moregeneral steady shear ows u(y) @=@x [Yu4].A.N. Kolmogorov always emphasized that preservation of stability of a steadyow, even for the in�nitely growing Reynolds number, would not contradict hydro-dynamical experiments, under the assumption that the basin of the correspondingattractor shrinks fast enough.The idea of a connection between the theory of hydrodynamical instability andthe study of stochastization in ergodic theory of dynamical systems was repeatedlysuggested by A.N. Kolmogorov for several years. For instance, in the program ofhis 1958/1959 seminar, which was posted on the bulletin board of the Departmentof Mechanics and Mathematics (Mech-Mat) at Moscow State University, he listedthe following themes:\1. Boundary value problems for hyperbolic equations whose solutions every-where depend discontinuously on a parameter (see, for example, [Sob2]).2. Problems on classical mechanics in which the eigenfunctions depend every-where discontinuously on a parameter (a survey of these problems is contained ina lecture by Kolmogorov at the Amsterdam Congress in 1954).3. Monogenic Borel functions and quasianalytic Gonchar functions (in the hopeof applications to problems of type 1 and 2).4. The rise of high-frequency oscillations when the coe�cients of the higherderivatives tend to zero (papers of Volosov and Lykova for ordinary di�erentialequations).5. In the theory of partial di�erential equations with a small parameter at thehigher derivatives, there has recently been a study of phenomena of boundary layersand interior layers converging to surfaces of discontinuity of limiting solutions, orof their derivatives, as viscosity vanishes. In real turbulence the solutions deterio-rate on an everywhere dense set. The mathematical study of this phenomenon isassumed to be carried out at least on model equations (the Burgers model?).6. Questions of stability of laminar ows. Asymptotically vanishing stability (atleast on model equations).7. Discussion of the possibility of applications to some problems in real me-chanics and physics of the ideology of the metrical theory of dynamical systems.



x12. THE NAVIER{STOKES EQUATION FROM THE GROUP VIEWPOINT 71Questions of stability of various types of spectrum. Structurally stable systems andstructurally stable properties (in the latter direction, hardly anything is known forsystems with several degrees of freedom!).8. Consideration (at least on models) of the conjecture that, in the situation atthe end of 5 above, in the limit the dynamical system turns into a random process(the conjecture of the practical impossibility of a long-term weather forecast)."Constructions of the modern theory of dynamical systems, such as the Kolmogorov{Sinai entropy [Kol, Si1] measuring the degree of stochastization of a deterministicdynamics, were undertaken speci�cally to develop this program.In 1970 Ruelle and Takens formulated the conjecture that turbulence is the ap-pearance of attractors with sensitive dependence of motion on the initial conditionsalong them in the phase space of the Navier{Stokes equation [R-T]. In spite of thevast popularity of this paper, even the existence of such attractors still remains anopen question (not to mention the earlier hypotheses of Kolmogorov on the growthin dimension of the minimal attractors).In�nite-dimensionality of the phase space of the Navier{Stokes equation a�ectsthe foundation of the passage to the system (12.2) and to Galerkin approxima-tions as follows. The friction operator in hydrodynamical problems is the productof viscosity � and the Laplace operator. The absolute values of its eigenvalues �iincrease with the order of the corresponding harmonics. Hence, the high harmon-ics rapidly decay for nonvanishing viscosity. It implies that a phase point of thein�nite-dimensional space is attracted to the �nite-dimensional one, where the co-ordinates are the amplitudes of the lower harmonics; see [MPa, FoT, D-O]. For a�xed viscosity the analysis of the Galerkin approximation allows one, in principle,to draw conclusions on the behavior of the actual solutions.However, if we are interested in solution behavior as viscosity (the coe�cient� at the Laplace operator) goes to zero, then one has to consider the number ofharmonics (in the Galerkin approximation) rapidly increasing as Re = 1=� ! 1.The �rst explicit estimate of the Hausdor� dimension of the maximal attractor Aof the Navier{Stokes equation for the case of the two-dimensional torus dimA �const � ��4, given in [Ilsh], has been substantially improved. The best currentmajorant of this number isdimA � 1� kfkL2 � vol (M)�2(where f is the external force, M is a domain of �nite volume, and the boundarycondition is zero). It was obtained by A. Ilyin [Ily], based on [CFT]. (We refer to [B-V, Tem] for the contemporary state of the art.) As the dimension of the physical



72 I. GROUP AND HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES OF FLUID DYNAMICSspace grows, so does the number of harmonics, corresponding to the eigenvalueswhose magnitude is smaller than a given number. It follows that the Galerkinapproximation is to be of greater size.The character of the �rst, inertia, term in (12.2) changes drastically in the pas-sage from two-dimensional uid ows to three-(or higher-) dimensional ones. Thereason lies in the distinctions among the geometries of the coadjoint orbits of thecorresponding di�eomorphism groups (or the absence of invariants of enstrophy-type for the higher-dimensional Euler equations; see Sections 9 and 11). Further,this geometry also obstructs a better foundation for the correspondence betweenthe Galerkin approximation and the original Navier{Stokes equation in the three-dimensional case.In the sixties most specialists in partial di�erential equation (with the notableexception of V.I. Yudovich) regarded the lack of global existence and uniquenesstheorems for solutions of the Navier{Stokes equation as the explanation of turbu-lence. This point of view was never popular among physicists.For the three-dimensional Navier{Stokes equation for small or vanishing viscos-ity, the existence and uniqueness theorems for an arbitrarily large period of timeare still open questions.


